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E<litorial 

Image is something you cannot get away from at school and, for that matter, in public life. We all 
continually make judgements on our companions and give them an image which they may or may 
not have been trying to create. These judgements to a certain extent tend to remain with them for 
the best part of their career at the school. The same is true for 'The Shirbumian.' It has an image: 
in the minds of many, what 'The Shirburnian' is has been parcelled up and put in the appropriate 
pigeon-hole. I have a feeling that these parcels need to be unwrapped and the contents altered. The 
reason that I feel that these parcels need to be opened is that there seem to be some misconceptions 
about the magazine. Once I have fll1ished with the contents of these parcels, you can wrap them up 
again and put them back in the appropriate pigeon-hole if you really must. 

Some seem to believe that if they are asked to write for 'The Shirbumian' they must write in a 
style peculiar to the magazine. Somehow they think that their own style will not be good enough. 
I am not quite sure what the reason is for this. Perhaps it is the impression they get from past articles; 
perhaps it is the very fine way in which the magazine is presented. In trying to write in a style that 
you have never used before, your article tends to suffer. If you are asked to write, it is because we 
feel you can write good English. There is no reason to use another style just for the sake of the 
magazine. 

'The Shirburnian's' essential purpose is that it is a record. Some bemoan the fact that the sports 
section is too large. It does tend to give the impression that sport is virtually the only thing going on 
at Sherborne. This is certain ly not the case but there is little that can be done: the size of the sports 
section is always about the same whereas the size of the other sections will vary. 

The one thing that surprised me as I looked back over past editions is that there is never a hint of a 
play being badly produced or a house having a bad term. Everything has gone well despite the fact 
that so-and-so forgot his lines and such-and-such a house had 5 boys expelled and did not distinguish 
itself in the inter-house competitions. Too many plays in the past have been given incredibly good 
reviews when they frankly do not deserve them. Nobody expects the highest standards but there must 
be standards of some sort to judge them by. As I have said, I have never read a report on a play that 
has not been full of praise for the production. They surely caruiot all be good and, if they are not, 
then say so. So long as the criticism is justified and the overall impression is accurate , nobody can 
complain. I have nothing against portraying something in the best possible light; the tendency at the 
moment seems to be to praise everything regardless. lf you do not try to present an accurate 
impression of what you are writing about , then you are losing sight of the magazine's raison d'etre. 

The magazine is also an advertisement for the school, a form of window-dressing. For this purpose 
it is given to parents who are thinking about sending their children to Sherborne. Just how much 
they believe of what they read in it I do not know. I am not trying to suggest that there is no truth in 
what is written in 'The Shirbumian'. Some articles give an overall impression of the subject that they 
are about that is accurate. There is, however, a tendency to gloss over the things that have gone 
wrong. But why should anyone be frightened of writing the truth? There is nothing frightening 
in the truth, though sometimes the people we write about would prefer a few mandatory lies. 

As far as window-dressing is concerned, there is a strong argument for writing what you think 
is the truth. AU schools seem to be very conscious of the fact that their magazines are a form of 
window-dressing, and they too seem to gloss over the failures and disasters. Any parent looking for a 
school for his or her child will see nothing special in 'The Shirbumian' except that it is presented a lot 
better than most other magazines. Surely parents will be more impressed by a school that puts the 
truth before everything else and is self-critical? I always thought that it was meant to be a sign of a 
community' s strength that it can criticise itself. 

I have a horrible feeling that reports for 'The Shirbumian' in the future will be very critical and 
will not give credit to success. In the past there has been a tendency to praise everything regardless of 
whether the subject is deserving of praise or not. What I want is people to write how they want and to 
say what they think, not what they feel they ought to think. So long as your judgements are 
justifiable, no one will criticise you. There are certainly more articles in this edition that are genuinely 
critical and give an accurate overall impression of the subject they are writing about. I hope this will 
continue. 
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The Sherbome Diary 

Starting as it did amid the gloom of speed-readmg, pre-season hockey and the loss of Fraulein 
Dedek to the continent, albeit temporarily, the Lent Term did not seem destined to climb from the 
depressions of 'apr~s-No~l. In recent years the diarist has blamed this on the bitter February frosts, 
mock A-levels, or the lack of a first fifteen. This year, however, he need make no such excuses. 
This was not just another Lent term. 

True, fifteen rugger men were replaced by eleven hockey boys, and true, the latter team could 
never live up to the former team's triumphs; but still the first eleven performed admirably, with 
some very good results including that elusive win over Millfield. There were some good results in 
cross-country, squash and basket-ball, and who could not stand in awe whilst watching the speed and 
dexterity of the football teams? In short, there was much to be proud of in the Lent term's sporting 
achieve men ts. 

Similarly, drama took an active role. Michael Wright - who else? - starred in 'Philoctetes' - a 
Greek tragedy of epic proportions - and Robert Glen - who else? - produced it. Possibly one of the 
most difficult plays attempted in recent years, it earned much praise. ' Albert's Bridge', a light 
comedy, produced by John Sutherland-Smith, contrasted well with 'Philoctetes' and was enjoyed by 
many as weU. But this was not all. The more alert Shirburnian was lucky enough to see Miss Mander's 
'Jigsaw J im' in which a number of their fellow pupils made, to put it bluntly, complete fools of 
themselves. The play was meant for ten year-olds and most of us enjoyed it. It also proved that 
General Studies are not a total waste of time. There were also extremely favourable reports on The 
Digby's 'Joseph and his amazing technicolour dream-coat.' 

The term was littered with its fair share of lectures. The Anonymous Alcoholics, to no-one's great 
surprise apart from themselves, attracted the largest audience. It is rumoured that the Headmaster 
was there, also anonymously. School and house concerts packed the term, two of which must be 
given special mention. 'The Dream of Gerontius' was performed in the Abbey by the Sherborne 
Musical Society; while in the B.S.R. six live bands contributed towards the second Sycoss concert. 
The undeniable success of both once again revealed the broad cultural taste of the average Shir
burnian. 

The Lent term also saw the publication of two minor literary journals which provided much
needed zest to the social gossip. 'Lordy-Lordy' and 'Piggy-Wiggy' could be described as mild satires 
on certain figure-heads in the school, but I'm not sure everyone would agree. And in the term after 
Cecil Parkinson received his marching orders, one of our flock did so too - for much the same 
reasons. Social gossip truly thrived on this little gem. 

St. Valentine's day had the usual message of love - 'marry me before it's too late' - but our very 
own I leadmaster completely surprised us by scaling the giddy heights of the B.S.R. roof to proclaim 
his feelings and echo Tennyson's thought: 

' In the spring a young man's fancy 
Lightly turns to thoughts of love.' 
Finally , and no diary would be complete without this, I must tell of the add it ions to the Sher

bo me Young Father's club; of the pattering of little feet , of nappy-changing, of four a.m. feeds -
call it what you will. Mr Ash became the proud father of John, and M. Pascal le p~re de la p'tite 
Sophie Fabienne. Congratulations and best wishes to both families. For further news of pedagogic 
parenthood, watch this space next term ... 

The Sherborne Diarist 
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Letters to the .Editor 

Sir, 
I wish to take issue with last tenn's editorial; not so much with the views of the editor himself, 

but with those sheltering behind the covers of his dictionary of quotations. They are unanimous 
in the belief that 'the ultimate aim of the education provided by schools is to prepare you for life.' 
If that is the case, dear parents, I suggest that your money may be unwisely invested; and you, 
dear boys, have every justification in absenting yourselves from a great many of your lessons. 

But there's no need to get alarmed - back to your classrooms, boys - preparation for life is not 
the ultimate aim of education. The purpose of education is to develop the potentialities of human 
nature in each individual; it is a fact of human nature that it needs education - unlike most creatures, 
we take a long time to get our growth. 

The mistake of treating young people as though they must be knocked into the shapes that 'life' 
seems to demand is that some of their potentialities may be ignored completely, and their develop
ment restricted in those areas which appear to have no utility. The danger is lhat human nature will 
be moulded to supply the needs of society, however ephemeral these needs and however tyranical 
the society. 

In this light, the general complacency of last term's editorial is a little disturbing. Preparing pupils 
for exams, preparing boys for life, preparing products to suit the markets of the outside world - that 
is easy, but education? For myself, I feel that the proper cultivation of the individual human natures 
entrusted to my care is a most daunting responsibility. It is a duty made infinitely harder if teachers 
in schools are also to become the guardians of human nature itself. 

M.A.S-W 

The Death of Conversation: A Protest 

Dear Sir, 
There is, in our society, a rapacious and inspired spectre of honesty killing the joy of discussion. 

There is no confidence among us to advocate that which we may believe in. We seem not to have 
the imagination necessary to enjoy conversing. We do not appreciate the worth in ignoring the 
legitimacy of a statement. Too often we hear, 'Don't be stupid, that's just rubbish.' It may be so, 
but this is no reason to discount a statement. We hold the opinion that unless a person is committed 
to that which he promotes, there is no value to be had in discussion. The literary history of discourse 
teaches us otherwise. 

There is a second movement that is also crucifying conversation. That is, a lack of prejudice. 
Why are there no active political extremes in our society? Is it that much quoted 'apathy'? - No, 
there is effort expended in writing poetry as well as on the sport fields. We are not apathetic, we are 
the victims of an obsession with honesty. That we can see both sides of any standpoint should not 
make us unable to adopt one or other view, for the sake of adopting it. There is a tendency to think 
that anyone who does this is being intellectually stubborn. For, we think, how can he adopt such a 
policy when it is blatantly fallible? We do not feel able to pursue an idea for the sake of its pursuit. 

I wish to prescribe a remedy for our problem - a r.evival in the art of lying. Not the vulgar mis
representations of politicians who 'condescend to prove, to discuss, to argue' but true lying with its 
'frank, fearless statements, superb irresponsiblity , its healthy neutral disdain of proof of any kind.' 
Lying is a social pleasure. We must learn to throw off the ugly stigma attached to the concept of 
lying. It has been dragged down to a vulgar level by being attached to falsehood and legalism. True 
lying is not practised by little boys, criminals and cheap newspapers, it is the requisite of the con
versationalist. 

So let us ignore proof, practicality and honesty so that we may rediscover the pleasure and enjoy
ment that can be gained in conversation. Let wit and intellect flourish, do not stifle it with our innate 
protestant fear of falsity. 

Nick Parfitt 
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Sir, 
Attempting to fill the vacuum of my gap year I recently attended an interview for a job from 

whlch I retired shaken by a fairly savage onslaught on Public School boys. My interviewer had cajoled 
me with the poor results of his previous Public School employees, who had shirked work, proved 
themselves to be arrogant and provocative and - as for their reputation for being gregarious - had 
mixed only with their own type. The hostility of my interviewer to what - thanks to the Sloane 
Rangers Handbook and to a recognisable but prominent few (it is hoped) - has become the accepted 
picture of Public School boys, must provoke the question, Will Public School education be an 
advantage at aU in, say, 20 years time? AJready universities such as Cambridge, Oxford and Exeter, 
are favouring those with state education who have _proved themselves to be harder-working and more 
worthwhile students than yah yah O.K. Sloanes (:Steve Wright's got a Jot to answer for too!). The 
same is probably true of employers. 

To put things in perspective, however, I did, after all, get the job, a reflection on the considerable 
advantages - especiaUy academic - of a Public School education. The old-school tie network, family 
and influential friends also , are still helping Public School boys to find good jobs. Yet considering the 
adverse image presented by us at the moment and the competitiveness of an age, how long will the 
general public tolerate this? It seems that we are doing as much as possible to jeopardise the 
advantageous position which we rightly or wrongly have. There has always been the question 'Is 
it fair that there should be Public Schools?' Now there is another question: ' ls it advantageous to be 
educated at a Public School?' 

David Ford O.S. 

The Careers Convention - March 16th / 17th, 1984 

It was with a feeling of considerable apprehension and mild annoyance at the disruption of the 
weekly routine , that I entered the Big School Room for the Headmaster's introduction. Those around 
me expressed similar sentiments of cynicism as the Headmaster sang the praises of the convention , 
of which we were about to partake. And yet, on glancing around the room one could not help but 
feel that those men and women present were the embodiment of aU our hopes. It was upon Mr. 
Macnaghten's closing words: 'You are about to experience an opportunity which I never had -
that's why I'm here', that I realised the possible potential of what lay in store for us over the course 
of the next evening and morning. 

Indeed , I was pleasantly surprised by the open, frank manner in which our visitors spoke to us. 
The self-assured and conceited notion that these people wouJd be unable to impart anything more 
than what we already knew, soon disappeared. They went to considerable trouble to explain any 
difficulties or misconceptions and spoke in terms which were easily understood, not overindulging 
in detail or fact which might surpass our grasp, and the time available. Many of those who ran the 
sessions had obviously gone to some trouble in preparing notes and articles which were of the greatest 
help. Such information enabled the people in the groups to take away with them something more 
than the vague impression left by the initial discussion. The Group sessions were therefore very 
enlightening and left one with a flavour of what each career had to offer. The advantage of this was 
that those who had no interest whatsoever in the respective careers were not bored, while those 
who desired greater insight had enough to get them started. In my opinion the Group sessions were 
the greatest asset of the whole Convention and when combined with the coffee break, provided 
ample opportunity for the boys to obtain any information they desired. 

All in all , I believe it was a most worthwhile experience which was enjoyed by all who were 
involved. I would like to take this opportunity to thank on behalf of the Lower Sixth, aJI the speakers 
who so kindly gave up their free time to be with us. I would like to extend further thanks to those 
speakers - Mr. Bad cock, Mr. Bather, Mr. du Pr!!, Mr. Jackson and Mr. Va rd~ - who willingly formed 
the panel for the 'Any Questions' section and submitted themselves to the often very trying questions 
which were raised. It finaUy remains for me to thank Mr. Ash for creating an opportunity which 
we hope wilJ provide ideas and inspiration for aU our futures. 

C. Adderley 
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In the course of the last ten years I have read quite a number of Wallace's reports and letters. 
To make up for their absence in this book, I may be permitted to quote my favourite from his 
report to the Governors in 1947. He had been granted leave of absence for the Lent Term of that 
year. 'My wife and l were both looking forward very eagerly to Utis holiday abroad, the first we 
had had since 1939. But the impact of the economic crisis at the end of August forced me to the 
conclusion that it was my duty to cancel these arrangements and to remain on at my post until 
the horizon was brighter. It is extremely difficult to make any clear prognostications, and in par
ticular to judge what the effect of the crisis will be upon numbers and parents' ability to pay the 
increased fees.' His concern for numbers and for the welfare of parents is typical. Alas, the last 
thirty-seven years have taught us that even headmasters are powerless to stem the economic forces 
at large in today's world. 

RDM 

The Lent Talks 

The Lent Talks th.is year were given by the Very Rev. David Edwards, Provost of Southwark. 
In his first talk, David Edwards spoke about the ethics of Christianity, concentrating mainly on the 
theme of unity amongst Christians throughout the world. He made the point that the most devout 
worship takes place in countries where religion has previously been supressed, such as China and 
the U.S.S.R. 

His second talk was concerned with the various different titles given to Jesus. Wltile Jesus has 
aquired titles such as 'Messiah' owing to his role as a leader of Christians, he is also referred to as 
'Son of God' and 'Lamb of God,' both of which titles indicate the humility and passivity of Jesus' 
life. Such titles as these are traditional titles given to Jesus; David Edwards went on to talk about 
two more modern titles for Jesus. The first of these was 'The liberator.' David Edwards again 
referred to countries where religion had been supressed until recently and pointed out how popular 
religion was in such countries, owing to the fact that Jesus acted as an escape from the enormous 
problems faced by the people living .in such countries. The second title of Jesus that David Edwards 
talked about was 'The Human Face of God.' Such a description is justified in that the only physical 
description we have of God is as he appeared as Jesus. 

The final talk concerned the Holy Spirit and its significance as a tltird description of God. David 
Edwards said that it was the Holy Spirit that bound Christians together as one body of people despite 
divisions owing to such things as race. He spoke also of the inspiration men gained from the Holy 
Spirit, and also the gifts of the Holy Spirit, such as wisdom, love, hope and joy, and how such 
emotions enable men to cope in the world as it is today. · 
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First Impressions of Sherbome 

Old Testament Period ......... chasing chickens in Marston Road. Well, cheating a little I 
suppose. This was in the late nineteen forties; my uncle had been Bwsar at the school; I was only 
two at the time and cannot actually remember the occasion. However, in theory this might have been 
my first impression. 

Inter-Testamental Period ...... seven years ago, an invitation, summoning me from my parishes 
in eastern Dorset to address the erudite minds of Sherbome School. It was an honour, of course, 
despite the 'squashed Matins,' my least favourite Anglican service. The singing was lusty, the boys 
respectfully attentive, and the words of 'O God of Bethel' seemed appropriately historical for the 
long walk from the sanctuary to pulpit: 'Who through this weary pilgrimage, hath all our fathers led.' 
Generous sherry with Ken and Polly after the service, followed by resplendent lunch with my old 
Headmaster and his wife at Culverhayes Lodge (to which a new member of staff called Paul Ellis 
had also been invited) brought to conclusion a pleasant change from the usual round of parochial 
duties. A change is never a bad thing from time to time, but it was nice to be going home again to the 
rural heart of Cranbome Chase. Little did we then imagine .... 

New Testament ..... the plot thickens and here we are, the new Chaplain following a formidable 
and accomplished predecessor who was almost a legend in his lifetime. The task is daunting, endless, 
but with many rewards and filled with possibilities. Like any institution Sherborne School is far from 
perfect. Despite the best intentions many boys do feel rather uncertain and lost in the impersonal 
world of initials and surnames, where the restrictive 'do nots' of school regulations sometimes seem 
to outnumber the more positive 'do's' and where housemasters are expected to undertake the super
human task of being 'in loco parentis' to seventy or eighty boys under the same roof. 

The majority survive incredibly well. The two Heads of School since I started, Richard Spink and 
Angus Small, must be two of the most impressive young men I have ever met and when a school 
is able to cultivate such as these, it must have a great deal in its favour. They are just two of many, 
for the vast majority of boys within Sherborne are strikingly well-mannered and anxious to give of 
their best. The relationship across the years age-wise is also impressive: senior boys do actually care 
about. the younger boys in their House; the proverbial public school bully is almost a thing of the 
past, and religion; while, as always, never the most popular of activities, is generally respected for 
those who seek it. 

The dedication of so many members of staff, the commit ment of those whose services are so 
often taken for granted, the gentlemen of the Custos' Lodge, the secretaries, the happy harries, t11e 
kitchen staff, the often unknown faces of the Bursary performing hundreds of unseen and thankless 
jobs every week, all make one aware of being part of a highly intricate institution; it is a very large 
family. 

The Chaplain of any such institution is inevitably a rather odd creature. Sherborne is a respectable 
place to be and it is all geared to produce success. Christianity is not primarily concerned with either 
respectability or success and therefore part of the Chaplain's job is to try and bolster those who find 
it hard to fit into the system, those who feel they have failed or those whom the system has failed. 
As part of the system, this is not always easy to get across. But 1 am primarily a priest and not a 
school master, and although life in schools is very different to life in the parish, it nonetheless remains 
the same. The basic needs of human beings do not vary a great deal. To be in the position whereby 
at any time there may be a knock on the door with, '1 wonder if r could come and talk to you?', 
remains a very humbling privilege be it in school or parish. And the focal point of all I try to do 
also remains the same; then the hands were often stained by work on the land; now the stains are of 
ink, as they are raised to the words, 'This is my Body given for you.' This remains for me the greatest 
of all privileges and the centre of everything. 

R.P.P. 
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initial thoughts: 

Most repeated request 
from the boys: 

Most repeated request 
from me: 

Most asked question: 

Silliest question asked: 

Most impertinent reply : 

Most irritating task: 

Most recurring thought: 

Final thoughts: 

I wonder if they'll let me wear my leather jacket? 

Sir, will you wear your flares tomorrow? 

Shut up!! 

Sir, what's the use of all this maths? 

Sir, how many sides has a polygon got? 

Well laddy, did you learn anything this lesson? 
No sir - I was listening to you. 

Keeping a class quiet - it's like trying to hold 24 corks under water 
at the same time. 

There has to be a better way of starting the day than having to get up. 

Whaddya know? They let me wear my leather jacket. 

Do I like teaching? Yes. It's fun. 

R.K.B. 

As last year's Long Vacation drew to a close and my younger contemporaries at University began 
to drift away to their variously hallowed halls, I came to the realilation that at last I had left my 
salad days behind me. o longer, in Trinity Term, would the clop of croquet balls drift up to my 
accustomed place in the library; the winter mornings would be free of dawn risings and freezing 
rowing outings. The real world of work and unsubsidized beer prices had crept close and caught me 
fast. I arrived at Sherbome a broken man. 

Of course, l had suffered weeks of nervous tension, sleeping by the letter box in my parents' 
home and screaming every time the telephone rang as I waited to hear whether I was to turn out an 
assistant master. or be consigned to the rubbish heap at the bottom of the groves of academe. No man 
was ever more glad to arrive in Abbey Road and to receive D.P.K.C.'s welcome {'You're early,' 
he said.) 

I was fortunate to be at School in the latter days of Mel and Jan Thompson, whose replacement 
I was to become. Their enthusiasm for academic theology and commitment to their pupils was both 
inspiring and a little frightening: a strong sense of 'follow that!' possessed me. But I think that 
Sherbome has agreed with me so far. That is to say that I find it agreeable; I cannot yet claim that 
the glad sight of modem orthodoxy has yet risen on all members of my Sixth Form general theology 
classes ( I will give them until half term). It is enjoyable to be working in buildings which, unlike my 
own old school, do not resemble connected Victorian railway stations supplemented by portakabins, 
and the Dorset countryside was a delight before my car broke down. Nearly as good, indeed, as my 
home county of Sussex , to which a rather more senior member of staff escapes in the holidays and so 
sanctifies. 

I am grateful to be working in a school where to admit to being a Theology master does not mean 
the end of the conversation or ill-concealed mirth. As for the boys, with all the advantages of life 
in Sherbome, I suppose it should be reasonable to expect from them a highly-developed sense of the 
responsibilities attendant on priviJege. Some of them seem to have it. 

C.D. 
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From the Outside ... 

The editors of 'The Shirburnian' recently invited a number of people in important positions in 
public life to contribute an article in which they could express whatever views they chose to a 
generation of English public school boys. 

Here is the first of what we hope will be a series of articles. 

'Elitism' - There is not enough of it 

Your editor invited me to address myself to the title 'elitism in this country is far too prevalent 
and is encouraged by our educational system,' but in fact I shall seek to show that elitism in this 
country is not prevalent enough, and not sufficiently encouraged by our educational system. 

Before l do that, however, let me be sure that the words used have not changed their meanings. 
You will be aware of George Orwell's 'Nu-speak' in his' 1984', how good means bad, black means 
white. You will also know that he was not forecasting calamities for this particular year of 1984, 
and that indeed the title came from reversing the figures of the year in which he was writing, 1948. 
He was highlighting a trend which had already begun in 1948 and has gone on since. 

J ust think how many perfectly good words have been hijacked to mean something quite different. 
The obvious one is 'gay' which can be applied to a man or woman and means bright, happy, fresh, 
delightful, but try using it in such a meaning today, and you will quickly get sniggers. 

Or how about 'peace studies'? ln current political jargon it does not mean peace at all, in fact it 
means war! The political left have hijacked 'peace' and 'peace studies' to mean unilaterial disarm· 
ament and unilateral CND, and such a philosophy, far from leading to genuine peace with justice, 
would inevitably lead to war and slavery. 

'Elite' and 'elitism' is in danger of going the same 'Nu-speak' way. The word stems from the French, 
meaning 'choice', and elite as a noun is defined in the Shorter Oxford Dictionary as 'the choice part 
or 'the best,' from which elitism may be interpreted as being the pursuit of the best. Harold 
Abrahams, immortalised in the film 'Chariots of Fire' was unashamably elitist, he wanted to be the 
best runner ; he succeeded, and everyone praised him for it. A Nobel prizewinner in chemistry is an 
elite in chemistry, though he might be a duffer at running. 

Of course, it is right to pursue quality, excellence, perfection, and, of course, by definition we 
cannot all be the elite in any particular field of endeavour. If everyone is the best then no one is the 
best. But everyone should be encouraged and even cajoled into performing of their best, and to 
aspire to be an elite whether it be an elite on the football field, elite in athletics, elite in mathematics 
or classics or music. And there is an elite, too, in personal qualities such as leadership and dedication. 
Churchill was an elite amongst leaders, St Francis of Assisi , an elite amongst saints, though I suppose 
all saints are in fact an elite in holiness! 

Yet current fashion is to denigrate excellence, to deplore the individual who competes and wins, to 
use the words elite and elitism in a quite derogatory way as if it were wrong to stand head and 
shoulders above the others, or even to try to do so . 

Unless this country of our's continues to produce an elite of scientists, engineers, doctors, poets, 
and, dare I say politicians arrd preferably statesmen, then we are lost. In fact we have been rather 
good at developing our most able brains, the Nobel prizewinners, but rather bad at producing the 
practical, applied scientists and technicians, who could develop and put to practical use the discoveries 
of the pure scientists. They do say that Japan does not bother to pursue fundamental research, pure 
science, they simply have some of the best libraries of scientific literature (western scientific 
literature) and an elite of practical scientists who can extract and then apply the discoveries that 
others have made. 
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We need a counter revolution in this country, where elitism is highly respectable once more, 
and we need an educational system purposely geared towards developing the very best out of every 
child. Let us have none of your grey mediocrity where no child must be seen to excel more than 
another. Let us have far more unashamedly elitist schools, be they schools which specialise in high 
academic pursuits, (grammar schools?) or technical schools, or music schools, schools that develop 
leadership, schools that excel at sport. 

Of course, a child needs all these qualities to some degree, and thus your music school still has 
sport, leadership and academic pursuits, as does your technical school, but it is right to concentrate 
together children of like abilities and like motivation and to educate them to the very maximum of 
their potential. 

That is what elitism is, and we do not have enough of it. 

Stuart Sexton; Special Adviser to the Secretary of State for Education and Science 

Sir Reginald Blomfield: Sketch of an Edwardian Architect 

If you were to ask any intelligent and fairly well-read person to make a list of ten painters, ten 
composers and ten poets he would probably do so unhesitatingly and then go on to add several more. 
Ask him to repeat the process with architects and you would be lucky to find more than three 
or four names on his list. This is probably because the artistic establishment tends to concentrate 
upon literature, music and 'fine art' to the exclusion of architecture which is seen either as a rather 
third rate technical profession or a subject for social analysis. Thus a great and inescapable art is 
neglected, and our architects remain shadowy figures. It is unlikely, then, that you will ever have 
heard of Sir Reginald Blomfield. He is not to be found amongst the few 'star' names that appear on 
our pathetic list, nor does he belong to a heroic period in British architecture. So, what is his import
ance, and why should I presume to fill your magazine with such esoteric subject matters? The most 
direct answer is that he was responsible for the design of major chunks of Sherborne School and as 
such bis work forms the background to your daily lives. Sherborne was, however, just a small part 
of his output. He was a prolific man who was involved throughout his life in many varied spheres 
of design. He also had a notable talent that set him apart from the majority of his colleagues: the 
ability to write. His clear and forceful expression coupled with scholarly ability enabled him to 
take a lead in expressing the architectural theories and arguments that were becoming apparent in 
the early years of this century. Through his writings he was instrumental in influencing the style 
and form of most of the buildings constructed in our towns and cities up to the end of the 1930s. 

Reginald Theodore Blomfield was born in 1856, the son of a country clergyman. His family was 
not wealthy, but its members were talented. His grandfather, Charles James Blomfield, had been a 
highly esteemed Bishop of London and his uncle, Arthur William Blotnfield, was a very successful 
architect who worked in the Gothic Revival style and who was, incidentaJly, the erstwhile employer 
of the young Thomas Hardy. Reginald's brother, Charles, went on to become a Major General, who 
was decorated for his service in South Africa and India, and his eldest brother, Edward, is alleged to 
have worked himself to death, at the early age of thirty two, in his capacity as vicar of a poor parish. 

Reginald Blomfield, one of a family of eleven children, was an aggressive little boy. This aggression 
stayed with him throughout his life and he usually channelled it into a variety of competitive sporting 
activities and a very full and taxing professional life. He was a formidable opponent in argument, 
and he seems to have gone out of his way to become involved in c0ntroversy. This trait was not 
particularly noticeable during his school days, though, and he appears to have been somewhat sub
dued amongst the rather austere surroundings of Haileybury. From here, in the late eighteen seventies 
he went up to Oxford to read classics where he managed to obtain a first class degree, and to acquit 
himself with distinction on the rugby and cricket fields. He left the University, however, with no 
idea about what to do next. True, he had developed an interest in the visual arts, but a private income 
was necessary for a budding painter or sculptor, and he was the third son of an impecunious parson 
with no financial reserves. Fortunately, his architect uncle, Arthur, stepped in and undertook to train 
his nephew without the usual payment of a large premium.. There were no full-time schools of arch
itecture in those days, but Reginald supplemented his education by attending classes held at the 
Royal Academy Schools, where he won prizes for his work. 
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1884 was a key year for Blomfield. He completed his education and, after a quarrel, decided to 
leave his uncle's office. He set up in practice by himself, but few commissions came his way in the 
early years. He was, however, lucky to be introduced into a circle of taJented young men who had 
been pupils or assistants of the great Richard Norman Shaw, architect of New Scotland Yard and 
severaJ grand town and country houses. The young men of the Shaw 'famiJy' were very interested 
in following the ideas of William Morris, the proponent of the Arts and Crafts Movement, and they 
became involved with a number of ventures aimed at putting Morris's ideas into practice. The 
philosophy of the Arts and Crafts Movement is too complicated to describe in detail here, but suffice 
to say that it was a reaction to the dehumanising effect of the Industrial Revolution and it attempted 
to integrate design and manufacture so that there was no longer a distinction between the artist and 
the craftsman. The type of architecture that it produced was usualJy rather 'folksy' and relied for 
its forms on vernacular details and the craft of building. 

Blomfield was fairly firmly wedded to the ideals of the Arts and Crafts Movement for the first 
ten years of his professionaJ life, but his ideas began to faJter as his practice expanded and his person
aJity matured. His fust large design was for his old school, Haileybury, where he built a hall for 
musical performance in the Jacobean manner. Shortly afterwards, in 1889, he began work on the 
restoration of a big house owned by his cousin in Surrey. He also undertook a number of church 
restorations which were probably introduced to him by his uncle. Concurrently. he began to write 
articles for periodicals and to illustrate them with his own attractive and fluent sketches. This work, 
usually of a historical nature , cuJminated in two books written in the nineties which were of in· 
estimable benefit to Blomfield's career. They were The Floral Garden in England, published in 1892 
and A History of Renaissance Architecture in E11gland which appeared in 1897. Their effect was 
threefold: first they established their author as a scholarly but popular writer; second they introduced 
Blomfield to a large number of potential wealthy clients, owners of country houses and gardens; 
last they enabled Blomfield to develop his thoughts about architectural design, and they set a pattern 
for many of his subsequent books - he wrote about sixteen in all throughout his life, including a 
mammoth four volume history of the French Renaissance architecture published in 1911 and 1921. 

Blomfield's country house practice began to expand enormously and it formed U1e backbone 
of his architecturaJ work up to the outbreak of the First World War. His new houses such as Mounds
mere Manor, Hampshire, Wittington House, Buckinghamshire and Caythorpe Court, Lincolnshire, 
were built mostly for wealthy professionaJ men but he aJso developed a reputation for re-organising and 
rehabilitating run-down properties and reviving some of their former glory. The most famous example 
of this was Chequers Court, Buckinghamshire, which was restored for Lord Lee of Fareham who 
later presented the house to the nation for the use of the Prime Minister. 

At the same time Bloomfield built up other types of practice, including the design of educationaJ, 
commercial and public buildings. His architectural thinking altered and he foresook the ways of the 
Arts and Craft Movement and began to champion the cause of classicism. Tt)is change was reflected 
in his buildings but most forcefully in his writings. He maintained that large scale design shouJd 
folJow classicaJ rules of order and proportion and that the picturesque approach shouJd be regarded 
as intellectually feeble and totally inappropriate to modern conditions. His book, The Mistress Art 
(1908), was particuJarly signiftcant milestone on this journey towards classicism. It was written when 
he was Professor of Architecture at the RoyaJ Academy, of which he had become an Associate in 
1905. In the following year he renewed his association with the Royal Institute of British Architects 
from which he had resigned some fifteen years earlier and by 1912 he was its President, taking a 
key role, for instance, in the formulation of new policies for architectural education. 

Change was near, however. The First World War killed Blomneld's country house practice, but 
undaunted he began afresh after the War, although he was now over sixty years of age. He designed 
many war cemeteries, the officiaJ War Cross and that famous monument to the missing, the Menin 
Gate at Ypres. He also concerned himself with large scale urban design, completing the Quadrant, 
Regent Street, left partially finished by Norman Shaw at his death and he also designed Lambeth 
Bridge. At this time he was a major force in the Royal Academy and was an original member of the 
Royal Fine Art Commission. He served on very many committees, became the 'establishment man' 
par excellence and something of an arbiter of taste. Unfortunately his reputation suffered a severe 
blow when he was chosen as architect for a scheme which involved the removaJ of John Nash's 
Carlton House Terrace in London, and its replacement by office buildings. This project was opposed 
by many leading fjgures in the world of the arts and he never lived it down, but instead of retreating 
into a bitter retirement he set about attacking modem architecture. He heartily despised and could 
not understand the architecture of steel, concrete and glass. I fis own tastes based upon classicaJ 
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notions of beauty could not accommodate the new forms of the twentieth century. He battled on to 
the end, always on the attack, and died in 1942, at the age of 86, worn out in body but not in spirit. 

But what of Sherbome? Blomfield's first contact was in 1894 when he was commissioned to 
provide panelling and interior decoration to an existing hall known as the Big School. A large pro
portion of the estimated cost of £590 was donated by a master, H. R. King, with the proviso that 
Blomfield should be employed as architect. King was a distinguished scholar and had been one of 
Blomfield's friends at Oxford. Nevertheless, it was another fifteen years before more substantial work 
was required, and in 1909 the Carrington building was begun, comprising a number of classrooms, 
and linked to an old silk mill which adjoined the site. Stylistically there is an odd reversion here from 
his contemporary classicism to an earlier manner reminiscent of Norman Shaw's work. The building 
is a little austere internally and not highly finished, and this probably accounts for the low contract 
price of just under £5 ,000. 

The new scheme for North Court is even more unusual, as it is in the gothic style, but here Blom
field had to fit into a strong existing context. A long range of building was proposed, with a right 
angled return to the east end to contain the court, but the whole project was not completed and 
that which was, was undertaken in two phases. The first was built in 1913, and its complementary 
half with gatehouse and tower in 1923. His gothic, as might be expected, is half-hearted and sparsely 
detailed, and it is interesting to note that internal features, such as architraves and door heads are 
classical in style. 

Blomfield's work at Sherborne did not terminate here, and he was responsible for several smaller 
schemes, including the War Memorial staircase to the chapel, an extraordinary gymnasium building 
of lightweight timber construction, now used as a dining hall and a modest music school, originally 
conceived as a much grander building with an auditorium, all built during the twenties. He appears 
to have been supplanted as architect in the late twenties or early thirties. Overall, his buildings 
at the school are not representative of his major work, but they had to fit into an existing tightly. 
knit context, and do, I think, have a character which is of positive advantage to the town. 

Richard A. Fellows 
Richard A. Fellows, Dip. Arch., M.Phil., RIBA, is a lecturer at the School of Architecture, The 
Polytechnic, Huddersfield. 
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The Gre.at Bird Count 

They said it couldn't be done. 'A hundred species in one day? ln Dorset? You must be crazy!' 
And how right they nearly were ... but they'd reckoned without the expertise, endurance, tenacity 
and sheer greed of those intrepid bird-watchers: James Alexander, Andrew Bums, Crispin Whittell 
and J.R.K. The greed, I should add, was purely altruistic, for we were about to ·embark on a 
sponsored bird-watch on behalf of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds. (People were paying 
us some trifling sum for each species we saw or heard on a given day, in this case Sunday, 20th May). 
To add spice to the venture we set ourselves the target of 100 species, a modest enough aim in 
comparision with the British record for a day-count (155), but that was set in East Anglia, the 
ornithological Mecca of Britain, and they did employ a souped-up Porsche, sophisticated radio 
communications and an army of helpers detailed to rush around locating the birds and glue them to 
the trees until they could be ticked off by the 'official' counters. 

Our technological armoury was less spectacular : a souped-down Vauxhall Viva (0-30 in 3 hours) 
and four pairs of binoculars. However, we were not totally unprepared: we had spent the previous 
week checking our various local sites (Sherborne Lake for common sandpiper, Bedmill Farm for 
turt le dove, and so o n), contacting other Dorset birdwatchers to discover what was about in 
Weymouth and Poole Harbour, and planning an itinerary. Under the terms of the RSPB scheme , 
birds could be counted by being seen or heard (with the proviso that all members of the party had 
to see or hear them), and so we opted for an early start to take advantage of the dawn chorus. What 
follows is a 'diary' of the day's events, with the cumulative species total in brackets after each 
episode. 

5.03: Priestlands House. Our first bird, a wren, laughs hysterically at us through the mist. An 
asthmatic blackbird coughs in its sleep. A passing cuckoo expresses his opinion of our sanity, and I 
can't help feeling he's probably right ... but then we spot a goldfinch shivering on a telegraph wire. 
other birds st.art to appear, and we decide it was worth getting up after all. (9) 

5.22: Holway Wood. A change in the weather - the thick mist has turned into dense fog. We 
stumble blindly through the trees, barely able to tell our tits from our warblers. But there is life 
about. albeit invisible: chiffchaffs, song thrushes and blackcaps send each other frantic S.O.S.'s, 
while somewhere in the valley a pheasant hiccups. I produce my celebrated tawny owl impression: 
predictably no owls are conned into replying, but a nearby green woodpecker obligingly convulses 
with mirth at my efforts and is promptly ticked. We locate the usual fat com buntings sitting on 
the wires near Red Post. but fail to see the 'sure-fue' red-legged partridges in Coombe valley. It's 
so foggy we can't even see Coombe valley . (22) 

7 .28: Sherbome Lake. Following a time-consuming trip to Lydlinch Common for nightingales 
(one sang for about three seconds and then went back to sleep), we return to Sherbome, still 
shrouded in mist. Andrew spots the ghostly shape of a heron, and a common sandpiper across the 
lake. A few ducks and grebes emerge as the fog at last begins to clear. Crispin, a recen Uy-fledged 
bird-watcher, picks out a tree-creeper scrambling up the trunk of a vast cedar, and a small bird, which 
Andrew indetifies as a nuthatch, flashes past. No dipper on the Yeo at Purley, so back to Priest
Jands. (43) 

9.67: SuttonBinghamReservoir.Fortified by a gargan tuan breakfast gallantly prepared by my wife 
at 8 o'clock, we start to move further afie ld. Warm sunsh ine now encourages swifts, house-martins 
and our rrrst raptor, a kestrel, to come out and be counted. The turtle doves seem to have deserted 
Bedmill Farm, but it does pro~uce our 50th bird, a skylark, at 9.15. Halfway there after only four 
hours! Sutton Bingham yields a further five species. and we head for Weymouth and Portland. 
Dorset's prime birdwatching area. (56) 

11.00: Portland Bill. The weather has held out so far, though ominous rain clouds are gathering. 
Yesterday's rumour that a 'strange heron-like bird with red and blue wings' had turned up in Wey
mouth remain unsubstantiated, but a variety of more orthodox species reveal themselves during a 
brief sea-watch; razorbill, guillemot, puffin. kittiwake, fulmar, gannet and - best of all - a group of 
five Manx shearwaters, wheeling across the dist.ant horizon. For one heart-stopping moment it 
appears that Crispin will fail to locate them, but with the aid of our gentle words of encouragement 
and advice, he finally spots them before they disappear in the direction of Land's End. (71). 
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J 3.58: Radipole Lake, Weymouth. As the day wears on, and the commoner species get ticked off, 
it's progesssively harder to find new birds. And it's begun to rain. On our return from Portland we 
harvest a good crop of waders at Ferrybridge - dunlin, ringed plover, sanderling, bar-tailed godwit, 
etc. There is also a solitary and very distant grey plover, which the hapless Crispin simply cannot 
see. This gives rise to a heated debate: I propose cutting him into small pieces and feeding him to the 
gulls, but the others insist this is too good for him. Fortunately for Crispin, if not for the gulls, he 
does eventually find it. Radipole turns up reed and Cetti's warblers, common tern and gadwall, but 
no ring-billed gull, a rarity we were rather hoping for. (87) 

15 .14; Lodmoor. We just make it into the hide of this newly acquired RSPB reserve to the east 
of Weymouth as the rain begins to fall in earnest. Will the weather defeat us at the last? For several 
minutes it seems likely, as we peer out at the wretched ducks and bedraggled coots; then another 
birdwatcher summons us to another part of the hide whence we obtain superb close views of a 
water rail, normally the most shy and retiring of creatures. As the rain subsides, we venture out into 
the reed-beds and manage to find a splendid bearded tit, a 'new' species for the boys, and un
doubtedly one of the day's highlights. (94) 

18.43: Studland. It's now cold, windy, and raining steadily. A walk through Wareham Forest, 
which on a sunny afternoon might have produced a dozen species, has added nothing, except for the 
distant buzzing of a long-tailed tit. Jay, stonechat, redshank and curlew have pushed the total to 
a tantalising 99, and we now frantically scour the gorse-bushes for a glimpse of the elusive Dartford 
Warbler, a dead cert here on a good day. Today they've all vanished without trace, and mild panic 
begins to set in. But victory is just around the corner in the form of Bird no. 100, a Sandwich tern, 
at Sandbanks ferry. It flies into our field of vision at 18.50, almost 14 hours after that first wren. We 
return in triumph to Sherborne, our spirits undampened by the continuing downpour. 

Postscript: The discovery on the following day that our official scorer, James Alexander, had 
inadvertently counted mallard twice and thus reduced our total to 99 provoked a stimulating 
discussion on the pros and cons of mass suicide, but happily this was never put to the test. Further 
research revealed that his second 'mallard' should have read 'moorhen' (an understandable clerical 
error at 7.12 a.m.), and our century remains intact. I've subsequently learnt that the all-time record 
for Dorset birds seen in one day stands at 128. Maybe next year .... ? 

Richard Kershaw 



Amsterdam 1984 

The notion of a 'school trip' is very often enough in itself to put off any discerning Shirburnian 
from associating with such a venture; but to be transported within a few hours from the tranquility 
of an ancient abbey town in Dorset, and a wearying term, to one of the most thriving, cosmo
politan cities in the world was an experience worth sacrificing one's personal ha! f-terrn for. That 
some found the adjustment to city life difficult was largely due to the limitations of experience of 
life when unrestricted by the routine matters associated with school. 

Amsterdam has hardly changed since the CI 7th. Its network of canals makes the intrusion of 
modern, brutalistic architecture impossible. No city in the world has managed to avoid the perils of 
modern architecture (save Venice) to the same extent as Amsterdam. 

The air outside the Chapel on the Abbey Road at 4.30 that morning was as cold as ice and there 
would have been a frost covering on the pavements had not a hundred frozen figures been rotating 
slowly on it, trying to keep warm. The night sky was a rich purple and the moon reflected on the 
windows of our two coaches whlch pulled around the corner to pick us up. Once inside, the warmth 
soon caused coats to be shed and collars to be loosened. 

The 15-hour journey via coach to Dover, hovercraft to Calais and coach again to Amsterdam 
through Belgium was quite tedious, but a chance to see the country which we were to visit, which 
Dutch painters from Rembrandt to Mondrian painted in, and in which they formed whole movements 
within world art. 

The first of the great Dutch artists was Jan Van Eyck who painted during the 1470's. He was 
the man who invented oil painting; originally, coloured minerals had been ground up and mixed with 
egg to form a paste, the method of painting witl1 this type of substance being called tempera. Van 
Eyck substituted oil for egg and, wiili his new mixture, he could put on the glittering highlights, 
with a pointed brush, which so astonished his contemporaries. Carried along with the tide of his 
success were two other painters, great in their own right, but not the innovators he had been. 

However, all the painters had been painting religious murals and portraits of rich foreign merchants. 
It was only with Peter Bruegel the elder that scenes from Dutch life and countrysicfe began to emerge. 
This was not necessarily Bruegel's choice, for painting at that time was a buyers' market, and it said 
much for the Dutch market that people were interested in the 'art' of a country wedding, and didn't 
merely want holy pictures or portraits of their ancestors. Dutch painting continued in this vein 
through the 'golden age,' with painters like Rembrandt , Frans Hals, Rubens, van Ruysdael and 
Vermeer, right up to the end of the eighteenth century. 

We arrived at our hotel, 'The Kabul ,' that evening, just in time for our first Dutch meal in an 
ltalian restaurant. The hotel itself overlooked The Dam Square, and was in sight of Amsterdam's 
central station. It bordered onto a canal. and just over the water were parked the sight-seeing boats. 
The air was bitterly cold, far colder than Sherborne, and ice was already forming over the canals. 

The next day saw an early start to visit Holland's biggest art colJection, the Rijks museum. This 
was housed in two buildings - the one which we visited that day - and the other, the Kroller-Muller 
museum, which we saw on the last day. Inside there were representative pictures of all the leading 
artists of the Golden Age of Dutch painting mentioned above, including Rembrandt 's 'Night Watch,' 
so called because it was black from dirt when first purchased. 

J ust a few hundred yards away, through a small park, was the Stedelijk museum, our next port of 
call. This was Amsterdam's museum of modem art with paintings by Chagall. Kandinsky, Malevitch 
and Klee to mention but a few; but the remarkable thing was, not only were these painters re
presented by one or two pictures as in some galleries, but there were rooms full of their work. Also 
there were works by Appel and his 'Cobra' group (Copenhagen, Brussels, Amsterdam); Appel himself 
painted a mural for the Stedelijk in 1951, and his pictures have reached such places as Utrecht, 
Pittsburg, Auckland NZ and even Sheffield. 

Jn the museum at the time there was a Bazilitz exhibition taking place. This is good example of 
how Dutch museums keep up with the internationaJ art scene. Bazilitz is an important artist currently; 
and by continually promoting new artists, museums can not only discern current ideas, but formulate 
them as well. 

After lunch we walked again only a few hundred yards to a remarkable building which housed 
the standard Van Gogh collection. To look at from the outside, it was just like an ordinary, tall, 
roughly cubic building, but inside it was a shell with wide catwalks going round the walls, connected 
by stairs. The only colours were the red brick and green carpet, except on the walls. where spaced 
evenly there was a huge collection of Van Goghs, and on the top catwalk, his contemporaries' work 
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including Toulouse-Lautrec and Gauguin. The collection was simply set out in chronological order. 
starting with his early work on the ground floor and continuing upwards. Van Gogh was only a 
Dutchman by birth. He moved to the South of France to paint in Aries where he was financed by 
ltis younger brother Theo, a poor art dealer in Paris. In his short life Vincent created more than 
many other artists did in fifty years work, starting with simple still-lifes of his room in Aries, and 
going on to his landscapes of cornfields, cypresses and clouds being blown across the canvas. 

The museum often became too great a concentration of art and numbed one's senses so much 
that one missed pictures of importance. Much of Van Gogh's work was influenced by bouts of 
epilepsy, in one of which he cut off his ear, and in another of which he shot himself, having just 
completed a poignant picture of crows over a cornfield which featured a road which led to the middle 
of the field, and stopped. We were then abandoned by our coach drivers to make our own way back 
in order to accustom ourselves to the place. The high buildings on each side of the road captured 
one's interest so much that approaching trams were not noticed until their drivers blew the horn in 
one's face. The houses in the centre of the city were very old and the style in which they were built 
was originally an expression of the solidarity of protestantism in the 16th century. Catholicism 
demanded pomp and circumstance and baroque; places like the Versailles and Bruh! palaces although 
built later, still reflect this. The protestant, almost Puritan, idea was for plain , soberly baroque 
buildings; The Castle, the former Town Hall of Amsterdam, designed in 1648 by Jakob van Campen 
illustrated this very well. 

We went south by coach the following morning to the llague to begin with. where we saw the 
standard De Stijl museum, the Gemeentemuseum. Apart from the Rijksmuseum, this is probably 
the best known of the Dutch museums and the best collection of Mondrian anywhere in the world, 
not to mention a substantial collection of 19th century artists. 

Piet Mondrian was a Dutch painter who went to Paris in 191 I and abandoned his realistic land
scapes for Cubist ones. In 1914 he returned to Holland for five years before going to Paris followed 
in 1938 by London and New York where he died. His form of abstraction was a peculiary rigorous 
one known as Neo-plasticism , which consists principally of restricting forms to purely geometrical 



shapes, set at right angles to the horizontal or vertical axes and coloured in three primary colours, 
and white , black and grey. He and Theo van Doesburg produced a magazine called 'de Stijl' which 
in turn formed a new movement in world art and influenced institutions like the Bauhaus which set 
the pace of art for the twentieth century. By noon we had reached Rotterdam and ate lunch beneath 
the shadow at the huge Edromast , 185m high. This we visited afterwards and despite the somewhat 
disconcerting feeling that the entire structure was swaying in the wind (I am led to believe that this 
is ordinary), the view over the flat country of Holland was magnificent. Just below us was the vast 
port of Rotterdam, grey and stark, and further away, the patchwork of fields started , looking for all 
the world like one of the compositions of Mondrian we had just seen. To our left, small clumps of 
trees, along the coast evoked images of Ruysdael and Vermeer and although the small sailing vessels 
had been supplanted by giant super-tankers, the picture was the same as it had been during the 
Renaissance. 

On travelling further into Rotterdam we came to the museum Boymans - van Beuningen. This 
one contained a large assortment of art from the very earliest to the present day , as well as an 
exhibition of musical instruments through the ages, and an exhibition by the artist Bram Bogart who 
was there to be talked to. We returned to Amsterdam along the dykes on the coast as the sun was 
going down over an orange North Sea. 

On our final day in Holland we were given a free morning to entertain ourselves. One party went 
off on one of the boats moored opposite the hotel, on an exploration of the canals; some more took 
a train to a far comer of the city and worked their way back among the maze of streets. The main 
problem was that any one stretch of the canal looked very much like any other so that you could 
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cro~ the same bridge several times without realizing it. After lunch we began a grand traverse of 
Holland to reach the Kroller-Muller museum. This was situated in a park in Otterloo , quite close to 
Arnhem, and it was here that we came across the first hill we had seen in Holland : so, perhaps it was 
only 50 feet high and man-made at that, but it was a relief. Here also (we were told) there were 
moufflons; quite what a moufflon was on-one knew, but someone definitely said they could be found. 

As for the museum itself, it was small compared to the others we had seen, but the thing about it 
which set it apart was a sculpture park just beside , which featured works by most of the leading 
sculptors including Henry Moore. [t was in fact officially closed to the public so those of us who 
went were the only people there. The museum itself made up in quality what it lacked in quantity, 
featuring mostly the work of the Impressionists as well as occasional Seurats and others. 

The early start on the last day came as a violent shock for the many late-night revellers of the 
evening before , and it was a weary, but appreciative party who arrived back at Sherborne that night. 
We had all grown a little through the experience and we look forward to the unfortunate city which 
is to receive our attentions next year. 

C. J. Jacoby 
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A trip to the great beyond: Gelli-lago ; Snowdonia 

leaving the sedentary confines of Sherborne a small intrepid gang of explorers headed off one 
chilly morning to 'Gelli-Iago' (don't ask me what it means!) a remote outpost in the outer reaches 
of civilization - Snowdonia but ultimately WaJes. In his usuaJ efficient manner the R.S.M. had left 
at the unearthly hour of six that morning. Forming the advance party, he and two others were to 
set up camp before the bulk of this contingent force arrived. After marvelling over the remarkable 
extent that motorway cafes go to make sure your journey is as unenjoyable as possible, we had 
reached our destination, a remote Welsh farmhouse (roof included in the price!) a good ten miles 
from the nearest shop or small village. 

The masters in charge were not prepared to let the boys off lightly on the fust day of our 'holiday' 
and accordingly we were driven up Snowdon (108Sm) mercilessly by the brutaJ , menacing figures 
of MJ AS, and MJH and MLM. lt was not our day, for despite facing blizzards and force 9 winds 
the little tourist hut at the sumnut was closed and the infamous Snowdon Mountain Railway had 
not been in use for nine months. Our hopes dashed of a relatively easy descent, we pushed on, the 
masters valiantly taking up the rear as usuaJ. 

Back at ground level we could appreciate both the beauty and splendour of the scenic area but 
more importantly the R.S.M.'s incredible culinary talents! He possessed a most remarkable way of 
turning baconburgers, dried milk, steak and kidney pudding and other dubious 'com po' rations into 
a veritable feast! 

It was a 'holiday camp' in the extreme, early reveille at 6.50 a.m . each morning administered by 
the R.S.M., breakfast at 7.30 a .m., check on routes (if not washing up), gather kit and then it was 
out into the wilds for a two day camp expedition. Conditions near one such tam (lake) above the 
snow line were slightly extreme. Well , our boots froze solid aJong with our breakfast - baconburgers! 

Personal characteristics were revealed on such expeditions, namely the rather heavy snoring 
of one such person and his inevitable reluctance to get up .to the rigours of the ensuing morning! 
Yet with a one thousand foot sheer drop on either side of you as you clambered down sheer ice
capped ridges with an ice axe between you and the ground far below such material comforts as lie
ins and cups of coffee were cast aside for sheer survival! 



Having ascended, climbed, scrambled, stumbled and crawled up every available mountain peak 
(or so it seemed) there now lies a small Trongier bowl in some insignificent river bed at the very 
bottom of one of Snowdonia's seemingly endless valleys. Its owner (for the sake of embarrassment 
he'd best remain anonymous) had Jost contact with such an object after it had worked its way loose 
from his ruck·sack and rolled all of eight hundred feet to the great valley bottom far below. Valiant 
attempts to rescue such an object were to no avail and the subsequent wrath of the R.S.M. had best 
not be recorded here. 

The poignant beauty of the area, Snowdonia enshrouded in mist, the cold frosty mornings, the 
inevitable sheep, and waking to the smell of baconburgers, are among some fond memories that I 
can remember of such a trip! 

One cannot conclude without mentioning those who made such a trip possible; our deepest 
thanks therefore to MJH for arranging it, MJAS for leading us (despite late starts!) and MLM who 
as always kept on smiling despite the weariness and fatigue of the party! 

A trip to a rather more exotic location has been planned to the Himalayas in 1985 by the in
dontinable J.S·S, yet I feel that 'adventurous training' has not broadened its horizons quite so widely. 
The oracle, if it is correct, suggests a rather more down-to·earth locality, within the confines of 
Scotland. Perhaps they might try Aviemore next year ... . . 

G. Dru Drury 

C.C.F. Trip to the Brecon Beacons 

The Brecon Beacons gave us their traditional welcome of steady drizzle and cold winds. After 
a quick lunch the rucksacks were unpacked from the train and we divided up into the two previously 
decided groups. The first group, of which I was one, set out at around 1400 moving northwards and 
uphill. Within an hour fog had began to descend and the wind was picking up. Out in the open with 
only the hollowing wind to keep you company and feeling yourself pretty miserable, it is only 
too easy to think of men like Scott of the Antarctic as lunatics. Fortunately for us, we soon reached 
the top of the hill and were out of the wind. For about a mile we followed a stream northwards 
until we decided to part company with this guide. Our new bearing took us across an open area 
which was very windy and particularly wet. After another mile we arrived at a small path and, by 
following this path, we got onto a Roman road. Three miles on down this road and we arrived at our 
camp, complete with running water, and put up our tents. Cooking supper was certainly a daunting 
task, particularly as there was a distinct lack of matches. However, we were soon able to have our 
chicken supreme and rice owing to the cordon bleu cooking of MJ AS. 

We awoke the next day to clear skies and biting cold and by 10.00 the kit was packed and we 
began our second day's walking. For about half an hour it was very pleasant; but as we were walking 
up the first hill, the wind got up and we found ourselves walking into a snowstorm. We were 
fortunate to find shelter from the wind in a sunken path. By the time we were beginning the ascent 
of the largest hill that we were scheduled to climb that day, there was something like 6 inches of 
snow on the ground and the wind was very strong. At this point the two groups met and the masters 
in charge, MJAS and JSM, decided that there was little point in pressing on. By 1400 we had reached 
the mini-bus, our backs firmly turned on the Brecon Beacons. 

On behalf of all those who went, I would like to thank the masters, JSM and MIAS, for everything 
they did in organising this enjoyable and challenging expedition. 

Andrew Fyfe 
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RM. Pringle Trophy 

In 1981 12 Royal Marine C.C.F. sections were formed in the country. Sherbome, as you might 
know, was one of these. Other schools include Winchester, Kelly, Strathallen and Pangboume. In 
1983 the first annual Pringle Trophy competition was held at Bradfield school. Every R.M. section 
sends a team of 8 to represent their school at this competition. This year, the competition was held 
at the Royal Hospital School near Ipswich, on 27th, 28th and 29th April. 

The competition consists of a wide range of events from shooting to orienteering. Once a team 
had been selected from our R.M. section, they spent the last few Wednesday afternoons of Lent term 
and many weekday evenings of the first week of Trinity term square-bashing and perfecting other 
R.M. activities. 

The 8 man team with Lt. Sugden left Sherborne on Friday evening by British Rail, a bad choice -
the train was 1 hr. late - and we thus missed our connection at London. Eventually we arrived at 
Manningtree at 11.30 p.m. and were met by a four-tonne lorry - not the best mode of transport 
late on a cold night. What remained of that night was spent trying to sleep in a large tent without 
a ground sheet. Everyone looked cheerful the following day despite the cold and reveille in the early 
hours. 

The actual competition started very well with us giving the best adventurous training lecture, 
prepared by S. Nicholson the evening before. Much sweating, cursing, spitting and polishing ensued 
for the next 36 hours. 

At the end we came out with some very pleasing results - I st in the lecture; 1st in practical leader
ship test outdoor; 1st in practical leaqership test indoor; 2nd in orienteering; 3rd in drill; 3rd in map 
reading; 3rd in inspection. Despite the shooting result and assault course disaster, these scores gave us 
the best score out of the 10 other schools there. Hence, Sherborne won the 1983 Pringle Trophy -

1st Sherborne 80 
2nd Pangboume 69 

A special mention must go to J . Brooking and R . Van der Horst, who together, led the team very 
well and won the two Practical Leadership Tests. Unfortunately they are both leaving the section, 
and their departure will be a great loss. The event was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. We all look 
forward to next year's competition and hope to keep up the standard set. 

Members of the team were Sgt Brooking, Cpl. Van der Horst, Cpl. Brittan, Cpl. Chang, L/Cpl. 
Marsh, L/Cpl. Nicholson, Marines Harding and Ridgewell. 

Economics Field Trip to Liverpool 

Originally, twenty-three economists applied to go to Liverpool, no doubt finding something 
interesting, challenging, or even worthwhile in the idea. However, we were informed that the visit 
was meant to be a 'cultural shock' and not a holiday, and some must have heard from the previous 
year's experience, or found livelier things to do, so in fact only six were finally prepared to go. 

Of these, only two left Sherborne on the 16th of April with Mr. Hope and the former liverpudlian, 
Mr. Venables, to brave the five-hour journey in a rattly school transit van. The rest made their own 
erratic way to Lime Street station, and thence to our accommodation at the Y.M.C.A. in Mount 
Pleasant which we hoped might be tolerable, at least. 

It was, however, little better than tolerable. The lavatories were filthy, the food greasy (few of 
us ever ate anything other than breakfast there, which was free) and the place was drab as a whole. 
But what else could you expect, in Liverpool, and at the price we were asking? 

Our first visit had been fixed for that evening, but had to be postponed, so we were free to wander 
at will and get a meal somewhere. Most of us visited the cinemas and saw such films as 'Terms of 
Endearment,' or maybe tried the pubs. Your writer must admit here to getting a well-bruised eye 
after an altercation outside a disreputable place in Lime Street. A nice introduction to Liverpool. 

The next day, Tuesday, we were woken up at 7.30 (we might as well have been back at school) 
and sampled the rather indifferent breakfast available before visiting the Ford factory at Halewood. 
Here we were shown round the complex plant and saw various stages of the manufacture of a car, 
stopping off in the staff canteen for coffee. The visit was memorable largely for the boisterous cries 
of the workers as we went round. 
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We then went to meet Mr. Brian Stragg, a Liverpool City planner, a visit which would have been 
more interesting, Mr. Hope told us, if we had brought something to take notes with. We had a quick 
lunch before entering the Transport and General Workers' Union office nearby (a building which, it 
was said, took the shortest time of any in LiYerpool to be put up - it looks it). There we met J im 
Mowatt, a very amiable and amusing man, (particularly amusing, we saw, in his habit of describing 
the tea ladies as 'my wife' or 'my fiancee'). He was quite different from our idea of a trade unionist -
I suppose we imagine them all to be blunt, uncompromising men like Arthur Scargill - and en
lightened our minds considerably about the trade unions, justifying such things as compulsory 
membership and votes by a show of hands rather than secret ballot. 

Next we went to Skelmersdale, to visit a youth training centre called Tomorrow's People Today. 
Skelmersdale is a New Town, with roundabouts everywhere, and we managed with little difficulty 
to take the wrong turning off these, and go down roads the wrong way a few times before arriving 
at the centre. There Mr. Kevin Hodge showed us round. A variety of skills were taught here , from 
sewing to agriculture (the latter being a few chickens and the like in the back yards). That they could 
be put to good use was shown by the fact that the trainees had themselves converted the centre's 
building from an old factory. Moreover, they sold most of the products they made for the trainin~ 
schemes. We could feel that at least here something positive was being done to alleviate the situation. 

Our last visit of the day was to the Cathedral, which though it occupies a rather barren site, is 
a magnificent, vast building (much better than the inferior Roman Catholic structure, which l shalJ 
refer to later). It was all the more impressive in the dark, and we got a good idea of its size as we were 
shown round it. We ended up in the organ-loft, and Mr. Venables, after some reluctance was persuaded 
to play something, which he d id, qu ite competently. 

Wednesday started off with a trip to CammelJ Laird Shipbuilders, on the other side of the Mersey 
in Birkenhead, necessitating going through the Mersey Tunnel. We were received by Mr. Ken Fox, 
who introduced us to the shipyard and gave us some rather gloomy facts. It appeared that the yard, like 
so may firms in Liverpool, was going to close unless new orders were found soon , and this was 
unlikely. The workers, many of whom had already been laid off, would of course have to suffer 
the drudgery of unemployment. How depressing. We first passed through the part of the yard for 
receiving the metal: It was out of use : no more metal was needed. The two items the yard was still 
employing its workers on were an oil rig, surprisingly enough for a shipyard, and a destroyer for the 
Royal Navy. We looked at them both intently. 

We returned to Liverpool for lunch before going on to Everton, to see the Rev. Julian Charley, 
a vicar in that area. We arrived a little early , and spent the time looking at a block of flats which some 
of his parishioners had the misfortune to live in. The building was damp throughout and was covered 
with graffiti, which, like air on on a mountain-side, became more rarefied as we climbed up the stairs 
to the top. None of us felt by any means they would like to Live here, and the Rev. Charley, when we 
met him, told us the flats were to be knocked down under the council's new plans. He was , however , 
concerned with what would happen to the inhabitants. Where could they go? Even a move of a 
few miles would mean the breaking up of their community, and this was a matter of great concern 
to them. 

Our next visit was to another civic planner, Chris Williamson, who informed us lucidly about the 
economy of Merseyside. We had , however, had a long day, and his informative talk was rather lost 
on us, who were haJf-inclined to fall asleep. 

Finally, we saw Douglas McKithrick, a vicar living quite near Toxteth. Not long after we had 
come into his house and sat down, he told us we happened to be in the red-light district. 'Do you alJ 
know what that means?' he asked. Surely he did not think we lived that sheltered a life? However, 
as he took us round 11is parish, we saw sights which we had been rather sheltered from. Any un
occupied house was sure to have been broken into and have its windows smashed (things which had 
happened to many occupied buildings as well) and graffiti , of course, were rife . Once we heard the 
screech of a car somewhere, and were told it was probably a stolen one. 'The police,' McKHbrick 
said, 'have an impossible job to do.' lo fact, so frequent were these car thefts, that we saw another: 
a car was driven onto an area of grassland and the thieves (as we assumed them to be) got out and ran 
off. Some children, whom we had been talking to, merely stood and watched , except one or two 
who went to have a look at the car and returned shortly. They found nothing interesting. 

On Thursday, we went to the Pilkingtons, the glass manufacturers, in St. Helens. We were shown 
into a conference room and seated round an immense table made entirely of glass. The firm's re
presentatives told us about its history and present situation and, from what we were told, Pilkingtons 
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seemed a benevolent if monopolistic furn, (benevolence and monopoly rarely being 'Compatible in 
economics). We were then shown round the factory at Cowley Hill, learned about the various types 
of glass production and returned to the main building of the company to have lunch in the canteen, 
which charged admirably low prices. I am quite sure it did not make a profit; there can be few other 
places where you can get a meal for under fifty pence. 

Next we went to the docks, many of which had been closed for want of trade, a reason also for 
much of Liverpool's decline. The one exception to this gloom, that we visited, was the Royal Sea
forth Container Dock, which we drove round in our transit van, following a man driving a mini 
with a flashing light, and thus avoiding the enormous container transporters lurking there. These 
were great cumbersome , blundering machines, some of which could stack containers three high. 
'It must be fun to drive one of those,' suggested MEH, 'like going on stilts.' 

Our last visit that day was to the B.A.T. ew Enterprise Workshops at South West Brunswick 
Dock. There B.A.T. had renovated an old dock warehouse and let out small rooms of it to small 
enterprises such as offices and workshops. 

We are told that it is the small businesses which Britain will principally rely on in the future, 
and certainly the comparison of large corporations in Liverpool, like Ford or Glaxo, who have shed 
thousands of workers, with the thriving ones there, bears this out. It was an admirable example of 
capitalism, rather than any Government intervention, coping with the situation in Liverpool. Of 
course. the scheme made a profit; if not, there would have been no reason to do it. Such was B.A.T.'s 
philosophy. 

Friday was Good Friday, and we had the day free, apart from one more visit. It being a public 
holiday, though, meant that few people were working in Liverpool to provide us with anything to amuse 
ourselves with, and we spent a dull morning. The visit in the afternoon was more interesting, however. 
It was to Speke, one of the poorest and most god-forsaken housing estates in Liverpool. Compared 
with Speke, Toxteth was quite a mild place, having had plenty of attention and Government money, 
and plenty of trees planted there by Mr. Heseltine. Speke, had had none of these, but suffered from 
unemployment at seventy per cent and considerable lawlessness. 

Outside the estate we met the Rev. Michael Rooke, who was to take us round. He was on an 
industrial mission there, and was very concerned about the local people's cares and needs, and very 
forthright about them. He took us first around some nearby factories , which he described as re
presenting the 'failure of capitalism.' Entering the estate we saw no obvious signs of deprivation, but 
these were not wanting as we went on: the shops, for example, were boarded up when not open, 
and we were told the police took over half an hour to answer a 999 call. We stopped outside a bumt
out building. This, Michael Rooke told us, had been the Methodist church, whose memoers had 
turned so far inward and not responded to the community's needs that the community were justified 
in expressing their 'anger' by destroying it. 'The people here are bitter, very bitter ,' he said. We 
could well believe him. 

On the way back we (or four of us at least) had a look at the Roman Catholic cathedral, one of 
the more prominent eyesores of Liverpool: it is made of reinforced concrete and looks rather like a 
wigwam, with a stained glass lantern on top. Indeed, so architecturally outstanding was it that we 
decided to pose as journalists from some architectural paper, and made esoteric comments and 
imaginary drawings all the while. 

On Saturday we thankfully took our leave, glad to be out of such a wretched place, and looking 
forward to getting a good square meal after all the junk food we had been eating. Our trip had been 
something of a 'culture shock'; it had opened our eyes, and was worth it after all. Our thanks must go 
to Messrs. Hope and Venables, who despite the occasional fault, and it being their first time, organised 
it very competently. 

Hugo Mager 
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The 'Modem' History Field Trip 

It would be unfair to say this account was of THE history field trip because it really only describes 
the path of the modernists. The Americans had gone off to Bath for the day and whilst both 
medievalist and modernists had gone to London, in the morning at least their ways diverged. The plan 
was for the modernists to go to the Museum of London in the morning whilst the medievalists were at 
the Public Records Office reading Latin parchments. We wouJd then all meet at the 'Genius of Venice' 
Exhibition in the afternoon. You must forgive me if I now talk only about the 'Genius of Venice' 
Exhibition. It's not that I'm biased or anything, but truth to tell the modernists never went round 
the Museum of London! You see, having arrived at the right place in the Barbican (and it's every 
bit a maze as people say) we found that this Monday - and every other - it was closed, so we were 

, left slightly with Hobson's choice for the day. 
All this having been said, it was probably just as well, as the Exhibition needed as mu~h time as 

we now had in order to appreciate it. It was after all a unique exhibition and one will never probably 
see paintings of such calibre ever again all under one roof. The list of artists contained artists which 
even the most uncultured barbarians amongst us had heard of: Titian, Veronese and Tintoretto. 
The most striking revelation about this period of painting was how advanced it was and how close to 
some fairly modem artistic developments. For instance Veronese's ink sketches were uncannily like 
Dufy's famous 'orchestra' series of paintings ( Recently at the Hayward Gallery), and Schiavone's 
style is very reminiscent of Rembrandt, especially in 'Christ before I le rod', whilst Bassano in 'Susanna 
before the Elders' a lightness of touch and freedom of style is achieved which was not seen again 
until tl1e Impressionists. 

But all good things come to an end and eventually the time came to return; incredibly there was 
one more adventure to come. With Dr. Mercer's famous last words, 'Whatever you do, don't be late 
for the train', still ringing in our ears, we were left to make our own way from the Royal Academy 
to the station in time for the 4.38 train. By 4.35 all the boys were there ready to go, but no masters. 
In the end their timing was immaculate: they arrived to see the train leaving the station. They 
thought it left at 4.45 and had been enjoying a cup of tea. Oh well, such is life; no harm done and 
despite what might appear to be a 'comedy of errors', we did alJ enjoy our visit to London and wouJd 
like to thank all involved in its organisation. R. Bridge 



Religious Attitudes in the 5th Form 

The following is the result of a survey conducted among members of the fifth form during the 
Lent term. As one is continually hearing complaints about how the religion in the school is run, 
this questionaire was devised to find out what people really think. After the results of the survey 
I hope to give a brief summary, in essay form, of the comments made at the end of the question
naires, and the questions that the results pose. 

109 questionnaires were returned for marking. 

I) Do you believe in God? 
Completely 
70 

Slightly 
28 

2) Do you believe in the devil/ the power of evil? 
Completely Slightly 
46 42 

Not at all 
11 

Not at aJI 
21 

3) Do you believe that the Holy Spirit is at work in the world today? 
Yes No Don't know 
59 22 28 

4) Do you believe that the devil/ the power of evil is at work in the world today? 
~ ~ ~~~~ 

57 31 21 

5) Do you consider yourself to be a Christian? 
Yes No 
62 28 

6) Do you pray? 
Regularly 
37 

Sometimes 
57 

7) Do you believe that prayer is answered? 
Yes No 
SI 24 

Don't know 
19 

Never 
15 

Don't ~ow 
34 

8) Do you believe that people who call themselves Christians have; 
a) Found something 66 b) Do it for attention 22 c) Don't know 21, 

9) Do you believe in the power of God, bearing in mind the suffering present in the world today? 
Yes No Don't know 
60 33 16 

10) Do you accept the New Testament accounts of miracles (including the resurrection)? 
Yes No Don't ~ow 
56 3 50 

11) Do you believe that one day, you will be judged for the actions of your life? 
Yes No Don't know 
49 37 23 
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12) Do you attend voluntary services 

Regularly Sometimes Never 
29 43 37 

If so, when? 
Wednesday Thursday Friday night Compline 
Communion 2 Communion 7 Communion 37 16 

13) Do you attend Christian Forum? 

Regularly 
9 

Sometimes 
7 

14) Do you attend house bible studies/prayer groups? 
Regularly Sometimes 
20 14 

Never 
93 

Never 
75 

15) Do you think that the presei:it system of voluntary and compulsary services is; 
Good 6 Satisfactory 30 Unsatisfactory 28 Bad 39 

16) How.many chapel services would you like (out of the 4 compulsary ones?) 
1 2 3 4 0 
23 38 16 16 16 

17) When would you like it/them? 
Monday Wednesday 
59 30 

Thursday 
52 

Sunday 
49 

18) If Monday and Thursday services were cancelled, would you be prepared to have lessons instead? 

Tu ~ ~~~~ 
35 28 46 

19) If all services were voluntary, how many would you attend? 
0 l 2 3 4 
13 30 35 21 IO 
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As far as one can see, not entirely surprisingly, the greatest demand was that all services should 
be made voluntary . However, as that is considered as an unlikely happening under the present 
administration many alternatives and 'variations on a theme' were put forward. One of the most 
sensible suggestions was that , after Confrrmation, or the reaching of a responsible age (the writer 
suggested 16) that all services should be made voluntary. Another suggestion was that, after a 'trial 
year' in the third form, all services (except the major ones such as the Carol and Commemoration 
services, should be made voluntary. It is generally agreed that people should pick their own time 
for worship , as the behaviour in the Abbey, although not at all bad, is not conducive to proper 
worship , as many of the people are there against their will. Whereas in the ever-popular Friday night 
communions everyone is there of his own volition, and the atmosphere is thus of a more refined 
nature. 

lf, as is extremely likely, the request that all services should be made voluntary will be rejected, 
then the request that at least some services be made voluntary is equally as strong. The most popular 
services of the week are those on Monday and Thursday mornings and from the official attitude, if 
any services are to be made voluntary, it would be these. (This supposition is drawn from the recent 
relaxation of the rules concerning Thursday services ay the offering of an alternative). Wednesday 
morning is without a doubt the most unpopular service of the week; it is considered too short for any 
message of importance to be preached successfully, and its timing disrupts the timetable and shortens 
the morning break. Alternatives to its abolition, such as adopting the format to that of a chapel 
service, were rarely suggested. 

The Sunday morning Abbey service is itself also unpopular. But I cannot see that the establish
ment would allow voluntary services on a Sunday for that is considered as the day when everyone 
goes to church, and why should we be an exception? 

After these topics, the greatest number of suggestions put forward were of how people would 
like to see the services' format changed. The greatest demand was for more 'fun ' sermons. (I presume 
this to mean similar to the Bishop of Taunton's sermon comparing Christianity to Guiness, which 
is still remembered in the school today). That is to say, a simple message, wrapped in an amusing, 
enjoyable talk. While on the subject of sermons there was also a demand that the chaplain himself 
should preach more often; the speakers are usually visiting and we do not get the chance to hear 
him preach very much. Indeed some people feel that we are not 'getting our money's worth,' so to 
speak. There was also a large number of requests for more 'evangelistic' sermons - as one person 
phrased it: 'speakers ?i la Christian Forum.' 

After the preaching, the singing in the sevices was the next topic to come under fire. In particular, 
that of our own and undeniably excellent choir. Many people wrote that, although the choir sing 
them beautifully, tJ1e responses should always be sung by the school. They feel that the responses 
should be between the individual and God, the only intermedfary being the cantor, or in our case, the 
chaplain . As a rule the choir go away once a term to sing evensong at a cathedral. People asked why 
they could not do this in a more ' patriotic' manner, by singing their evensong in the beautiful 
surroundings of Sherbo me Abbey, where members of the school(s) and the town's people could go 
and hear them. 

The singing of the school itself was the subject of one of the few controversies produced by the 
survey. While some people requested more modern hymns , deriding their more traditional counter
parts, some requested more traditional hymns, deriding the modern ones. This would lead me to 
suggest that perhaps the present system of a few of each would be the best compromise. There were 
also requests that the practice of psalm singing should either be discontinued or brought up to date 
by the adoption of more modern chants. A more practical comment on the school's singing was the 
request that all hymnbooks and psalters should either be left in the abbey, or the present system 
of carrying them about from place to place should be ended. This, people felt, would save a good 
deal of money by preventing the loss and damage of books, and would also put an end to the 
deplorable, and familiar occurence of one row sharing from one book, and would thus improve 
the singing. 

After these points, the next topic to come in for consideration was how people would like to see 
the actual format of the services changed. There were requests both to shorten and to move the 
Sunday service, but I would point out to those who raised these topics that, if the Sunday service 
were shortE!ned it would assume the character of a Wednesday service, which has come in for so much 
criticism in this survey. To the people who ask for the Sunday service to be moved 1 would ask ; 
when to? The Sunday service is at ·a convenient time, any earlier and it would not allow for enough 
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time to prepare after hall; any later, and it would run over into lunch. If it were moved into the 
evening it would interfere with everybody's favourite Sunday evening pastime - watching the 
television. So there is no perfect time for it, only a good time; the time at which it already is. 

There were requests that there should be a greater selection of Sunday services (Communion , 
Matins, Evensong, Compline was the order suggested by the writer) Attendance would be compulsory 
at one service, and this, the writer believed , would improve the atmosphere at those services. 

People suggested that the seating plan for the Chapel and Abbey be abandoned. This a good idea 
in theory because it would mean that there would be less discipline involved in school worship. 
Most people think that if a certain amount of trust were given to the school in such a matter, then the 
school would show themselves to be worthy of such trust. But in the long run, after the novelty 
had worn off, it would mean that as people would probably be sitting with their friends , more of 
them would be tempted to talk before the service, and thus degrade the atmosphere in the Abbey 
(or chapel) even further. 

There was one request that the practice of playing music on the chapel stereo before a service 
should be discontinued , as this one gentleman says that the music disturbs his prayer even more than 
the murmuring of his neighbours. But this gentleman was on his own; many other people felt that, 
not only was the practice good, but it should be used in more services each week. (At the present 
time only the Friday night communions, the junior chapel services and the senior chapel services 
have this music). Also on the subject of practical electronics, there was a request that a new system 
of loudspeakers be fitted in the Abbey in order that the sermons should be more distinct. 

There were also many, I cannot say requests, but demands that the members of the school should 
take a greater part in the running of the services; not only actively, that is to say by getting the 
opportunity to actually take the services more often, but also passively by helping the chaplain pick 
preachers who would be more acceptable to the school as a whole. 

Many questions were raised by the results of the questionnaire itself mainly taking the form of 
discrepancies in the answers. One of the most notable of these was that in many cases, although this 
is not shown by the overall results, people had no belief in God or the devil, or indeed in any of the 
first questions (about personal belief) , but they still believed in a final judgement. A state of affairs 
that I must confess I found a little contradictory. 

Now we come to the questions raised by the results of the questions on prayer. If you wiU cast 
your eyes back to questions six and seven you will see that, although 54% of the people believe that 
prayer is answered only 40% pray regularly. I find this a little strange because, if you beleive that 
prayer is answered, then why not pray regularly? Another strange discrepancy is that if 94 people 
pray, and only 51 expect an answer, then what is the motivation behind the 43 people who pray 
without expecting an answer? This would seem pretty pointless. 

With reference to question 10, many people pointed out to me that many of the New Testament 
miracles can now be 'explained ' by modem science. I would ask these people , 'what science can 
restore a man's sight using nothing more than mud, and what science can raise people from the dead?" 
As science plays an important role in the academic life of this school , it is not unduly surprising 
that many peo ple look at things from a purely scientific point of view. But r have found that many 
people take the attitude , 'if it can't be explained by science then it can't have happened.' I think 
that there are many people who should take a much more open-minded attitude to such matters and 
try to approach them from the point of view of faith , rather than from the point of view of a 
scientific 'crutch ,' to explain away something that they cannot understand. 

To conclude I can only say that the attitude of the 5th form to chapel services would seem to be 
expressed in the o ld, and somewhat cliched phrase, 'You can lead a horse to water, but you 
can't make him drink.' 

r would like to express my thanks to the Chaplain and alJ my house representatives for their help 
in the compilation and distrubition of the questionnaire. 

l. Jamieson 
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Philoctetes 

A sudden hush descended upon the expectant audience as the curtains parted to reveal the 
magnificent scenario: sea-girt Lernnos, the boldness of artistic invention, the pink of the clouds 
and the aquamarine of the pellucid Aegean in the background and the sombre, rocky reality of the 
forestage. It would have been the perfect setting had it not been for the fact that artistic licence had 
allowed that a boldly etched '554' in chalk should be painfully in evidence on one of the projecting 
wooden boulders on the periphery of the stage: the bathos was disturbing and the anachronistic 
figures absurdly irritating. Within seconds, however. the emphasis shifted as the superbly 
monotonous Odysseus entered, narrating, in the same measured intonation he used throughout 
the play, the complicated situation which had led to the play's beginning. Soon the innocent but 
convincing tones of Neoptolemus, interrupting the unscrupulous, arid utterances of the cold 
Odysseus, created a significant psychological contrast between the two protagonists' moral stances, 
symbolic characters representing cool, decisive guile and hesitant, impressionable virtue. The scene 
was set. 

The chorus entered and the audience gasped .... no! not at their anomalous modern hairstyles 
nor at their variegated dress but at the artistic licence which once again had produced a marvellously 
unexpected surprise, for surely all eyes must have been on the striking, purple mini-skirt of Charles 
Jacoby, breathtaking in its audacity and revealing a pair of remarkably knobbly knees. It caught 
the audience off their guard, expecting, as they were, a serious tragedy, not, as it seemed, an advert· 
isement for ancient Greek exotic male fashionwear. 

The audience's attention soon turned to the plot proper for the first time as the clear, emotion· 
charged voice of Philoctetes himself resounded around the stage as he bewailed the cruel fate that 
had left him abandoned thus and was lured by the glib lies of the expedient Neoptolemus into what 
the audience knew would lead ultimately to his tragic demise at the hands of the wily, dispassionate 
Odysseus. The hero's heartfelt performance prompted the sympathy of all as he carefully emphasised 
every word of his speech whilst still succeeding admirably to maintain the spontaneity which made 
his sentiments seem realistic as well as worthy of consideration. 

The choral pieces were convincing despite their bizarre appearance, the words clear and precise 
and yet the stentorian bellowing of the diminutive Crispin Whittell, combined with the chanting 
of the choral odes as though they were litanies rather than lyric interludes detracted rather from 
the tragic element so vital to the production; thus the tragic irony as Philoctetes delivered a eulogy 
to Neoptolemus' virtuous conduct was marred by the preceeding protracted choral ode promulgating 
the sufferings of Philoctetes which was intoned coo much in the manner of a clergyman's reading 
of the official rubric in chapel prayers. 

The set, though brilliantly designed (except for that **** '554') was nonetheless claustrophobic: 
the choral movements proved often to be disconcertingly diverting in the confined space; the chorus 
itself were too approximate to the action (unlike the performance of the Greek o riginal) ; the constant 
allusions by Neoptolemus to intended exits produced a longing in the audience for a change of scene 
which was not to be granted; perhaps most noticeably the proximity of the protagonists made some 
of their sentiments seem absurd: Philoctetes, for example, on one occasion was begging for his bow 
to be returned when it lay in the hands of Neoptolemus, whom he had rather condescendingly 
addressed as 'lad' throughout the play, not a couple of feet distant from where he was moaning a 
pathetic dirge about the cruelty of his fate. 

The original Sophoclean drama is primarily not a drama of action but of pyschological tension 
between the protagonists; hence the emphasis placed by the wretched Philoctetes, with his painfully 
realistic limp and his desperate dependence on the bow of Heracles, on his sorrowful plight, com
bined with the magnificently sentimental music composed by Mr. Venables, in sharp contrast with 
the cold, unscrupulous utterances of the inhuman Odysseus, produced two opposite psychological 
poles between which the impressionable Neoptolemus oscillated uncertainly. 

The emphasis of the play switched suddenly, at its conclusion, from psychological tension to 
significant action as the complete victory of virtue over expedience was displayed and Philoctetes 
recovered what was rightfully his. The diminutive figure of Heracles suddenly appeared on high to 
deliver his commanding and authoritative peroration, dispelling the cynical stubbornness of 
Philoctetes who then, on bended knee in truly and appropriate melodran1atic tyle, made a moving 
farewell speech to Lemnos, both his prison and yet also a participant in the same miserable fortunes 
he himself had for so long undergone. 
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The curtain closed as the chorus accompanied by the resounding music which had come to its 
beautiful climax, prayed for a safe voyage to Troy ; the audience clapped enthusiastically, healthiJy 
exhausted though they were by their strenuous mental participation in the moral dilemma with which 
the play had confronted them, the hallmark of a successful production of a Sophoclean tragedy. It 
was another of R.S.G.'s indubitable successes, backed up as he was by an able and talented cast, 
led by the indefatigable Michael Wright and the convincing Richard Jory, a play distinguished 
especially by the clarity of the protagonists' speech and by the thought-provoking content of such 
speech. 

AU credit indeed must go to R.S.G. for his long assiduous hours spent preparing the play and 
especially for his production of a convincing chorus despite the illnesses which resulted in half of the 
original choral members being suddenly unable to participate. Despite the lack of masks and the 
limitations imposed by the sma!Jness of the stage of the big schoolroom much of the verve of the 
original drama was captu1ed ..... though a certain haunting phantom clad in a strangely perplexing 
purple mini-skirt flits around disturbingly in the darkest recesses of my memory, symbolising perhaps 
a mysterious manifestation of that vulgar entity - modern artistic licence. 

Chris Brock 

Sherbome School Musical Society - 'The Dream of Gerontius' 

It is said that the death bed of a dear friend inspired Newman to write the poem. 'Gerontius, 
while he lies a-dying, dreams of his soul's transportation to the unseen world, and its reception by 
the ministering angels of the Almighty's will. In a sublime strain of poetic power the mysteries are 
pictured that tie hidden across the portals of the tomb. The straining eye of a hungering fancy dis
closes its idea oft he "may-be" of the soul's future.' 

JENNINGS' 'Cardina l Newman' 

The poet's fancy ftnds its counterpart in the mysterious and sublime music written by Edward 
Elgar. In a letter to his mus[c publisher A. J. Jaeger dated 5th February 1900 Elgar writes 'I am 
setting Newman's 'Dream of Gerontius,' awfully solemn and mystic.' ThJs was no sudden idea, for it 
had been on his mind for many years, ever since he was given Newman's poem as a wedding gift in 
1889. The work, finally started in November 1899, completed on the 6th June 1900 some four days 
after his 43rd birthday, is scored for mezzo-soprano, tenor and bass soloists, four voice choirs 
(sometime set as a semi choir. at other times divided into eight voices), and large orchestra. 

The text by Cardinal John Henry Newman is concerned with Gerontius who on the point of death 
and fearful of the last judgement, receives the last rites of the Catholic church. His soul, led by his 
guardian angel past the demons of heJJ and the trials of Purgatory, is left awaiting salvation. 
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'Albert's Bridge' by Tom Stoppard 

In this case it could be said that the cart came before the horse: John Sutherland-Smith originally 
decided to do a play which would allow him.to have a large cast of young inexperienced actors 
with two or three leading roles being taken by the experienced Lower Sixth actors; he then set 
out to find a play. Some plays allow the audience to decide at what level to receive it; at one and the 
same time they can be enjoyed by someone purely looking for amusement and someone who wishes 
to be intellectually stimulated. Not so this play. From the first scene, as the painters finish and 
descend the great bridge, you are left in no doubt that this play is a properly set out philosophical 
argument. At first this might seem a strange choice with which to launch a whole load of in· 
experienced actors but closer examination reveals the contrary. Almost all the ideas put forward 
by Stoppard in this play are centred around three leading actors: Albert (Nicholas Parfitt), Kate 
(Catherine Luce) and Fraser (Jim Pittman), whilst the roles for which the younger members are 
destined were written as the 'action' parts which provided the plot and framework within which 
Stoppard presents his ideas. This is not to underestimate the part these actors play: Stoppard is not 
wholly unfeeling to his audience and as such provides moments of genuine comedy and pathos 
which keep the play from getting bogged down. Nick Allen and Penny Wright as Albert's parents 
provide just such a moment when, as the superbly gruff business-man and supportive wife, they 
regale Albert with the deliberately cliche lines of 'I wouldn't have got where I am today if ... .'. 

Like all good philosophical arguments the play contains a thesis, antithesis and synthesis. The 
bulk of the play is the thesis. Albert from his vantage point makes theories about life. He is now 
painting the bridge all by himself due to new calculations by the ever-so-terribly-efficient Mr. Firch, 
very precisely played by Christopher Ledgard who brings out marvellously the idea of a man obsessed 
with efficiency, and as is often the case, becomes blind to all else and so goes wrong. Albert sees a 
view of life which is new. His 'perspective' allows him to see the regimentation and insignificance of 
our lives as individuals. The illustration of this mechanicalness by Nicholas Parfitt's rhythmic painting 
and constant comparison to his job was at times almost hammed but as a whole, very effective. 
Reality, having once seen it in all its horror, now becomes too much for Albert and he withdraws 
even more to his bridge leaving a distraught wife (Kate played by Catherine Luce) behind. The stirring 
performance by Catherine was slightly marred by having her act always on the very side of the stage 
so allowing the few actors who reached the sanctum of the centre of the stage sometimes unjustly over
shadow her. 

Now, enter Fraser and the antithesis. Jim Pittman played a very unnerving semi-lunatic, but some
times he allowed the comedy of his part to overrule his more serious side. In this side he presented 
the case of the man who wanted to be dominated. A potential suicide he went up to the bridge 
so that someone·would tell him to come down again. Fraser is another escapee from reality but this 
time his answer is not total removal from it but total immersion and domination by it. 

Now Mr. Fitch's miscalculations catch up with him and reality comes to the two attempted 
escapees. The bridge is in desperate need of painting at one end and to do so, thousands are hired 
for one day to paint it: the 'ants' are coming to Albert and Fraser. Reality comes to them and this. 
is the synthesis: you can't escape reality, sooner or later it catches up with you and you will be 
swamped again. As if to signify this, under the weight of all these painters, Albert's bridge, his 
perspective and hopes, collapse and are crushed. 

A daring choice of aim and play, it was a success. The subject was tackled with ingenuity (for 
example Mark Bradshaw's set design) and worked well with sole exception of possibly pushing the 
part of Kate too much to the sidelines. 
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lst XI 
Results: 

King Edward VI Southampton won 3-1 
Monkton Combe drew 3-3 
Dauntsey's won 6-3 
Bryanston won 2-0 
King's Taunton won 2 - l 
King's Bruton won 1 - 0 
Taunton lost l - 2 
Mill field won 3-1 
Marlborough drew 0 - 0 
Queen's Taunton drew 0 -0 
Can ford lost 1 - 4 
Occidentals lost 0-5 
Pilgrims lost 3 - 4 

The Lent term began in its normal way with rain, snow and frost to contend with. Consequently 
the fust three weeks of term proved to be difficult just to find an area dry enough to practice. In fact 
the opening match was played in appalling conditions of driving sleet and snow. Considering these 
conditions the standard of hockey produced by both sides proved to be extremely high. Initially the 
problems seen in selection were to find a goalscorer and introduce some space into the defence; the 
latter being overcome by moving Paddy Plewman to a central defender role with the less mobile Dan 
Thome working as the covering player. With a half back line of Mark Wright, Paul Cockerham and 
Chris Ward it was hoped the opposition would find scoring difficult and they would provide a strong 
link with the front men. With Ben Rew proving to be a very competent keeper the defence had a 
good balance of tacklers and stick players. Hopes were high that Rico Tice would prove to be our 
main goal scorer, unfortunately this did not prove to be the case, as he was happier in the link role 
at inside left rather than up front. At a late stage in the season Adel Kardooni showed not only the 
ability to poach goals but also to defeat the man for man marking system used by a number of 
schools. This was certainly evident in the match against Marlborough when the marking was 
extremely tight. Our inability to convert territorial gains into goals often kept the XI under pressure 
from the score line when games should have been sealed up by good margins. The wins over 
Bryanston, King's Taunton and King's Bruton proved this point with the opposition still in the '1unt 
as the final whistle approached, when they should have been dead and buried long since. 

Possibly our major strength lay on the right wing where Stuart Millar had the ability to beat men 
and the pace to go with it. The strange fact was that for long periods in a game he was like the for
gotten man; consequently he had to start looking for the ball which caused :in immediate loss of 
width. Possibly when matches were evenly balanced there was a tendency for play to be directed 
up the left side rather than up the right hand side. The question was asked on a number of occasions; 
would the outfield players like to be reintroduced to the right wing? 

Without doubt the high point of the season was the defeat of·Millfield when the XJ played with a 
sharpness, especially in front of goal, which had normally been absent. Outfield play on that day was 
of the highest calibre, especially the performance of Paul Cockerham who proved not only to be a 
tenacious defender but also a major attacking force. 

The two games lost to Taunton and Canford tended to follow the sa111e pattern. In both games we 
led by a single goal at half time. Then followed a period of play when we allowed the opposition to 
dominate forcing us into defensive errors resulting in goals. At Taunton both goals resulted from a 
slip by a defender rather than stemming from the initiative of the attacker. The defeat by Canford 
was similar when an appalling goal-keeping mistake allowed them the equaliser. The other goals 
followed late in the game to give the score line a decisive margin. 

Without doubt this proved to be a happy team, a very hard working side producing a positive 
style of play which proved to be a pleasure to watch. My thanks must go to Rico Tice and Julian 
Chambers for their captaincy both on and off the field and to Fred Foreman for his excellent 
organisation of junior league referees. Finally my thanks to MMW for providing much needed help 
on the Upper during the course of the term. 
Team: R. Tice (Capt), B. Rew, D. Thome, P. Plewman, M. Wright, P. Cockerham, C. Ward, A. Whelan, 

S. Millar, A. Kardooni. 
Also played: J. Gilshenan, J. Chambers, I. Sharpe, R. Sirley, A. Hunt. D.A.S. 
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Record: Played 12 Wons Lost 5 

2nd XI 

Drawn 2 Goals For 27 Goals Against 20 

The problems the 2nd XI suffered were undoubtedly similar to the 1st XI in that there was a 
total inability to score goals when half chances were offered. In spite of the hustle and bustle of 
Julian Chambers at centre forward very little seemed to come from this mainly due to the fact there 
was little support from the inside forwards. Dick Sirley did not show a great deal of drive or work 
rate at inside right, apart from one occasion when he was promoted to the top flight; consequently 
the major link man tended to disappear from the game for long periods. Allied to the problems up 
front was a major problem at goalkeeper. where Peter Kettlewell had a tendency to bring off mar· 
vellous saves, then follow closely with the most appalling miss. 

Some excuses can be put forward for a number of games lost; the first being a 3 - 4 reversal 
on the 'motorway pitch' at Monkton Combe when we were desperately short of practice. The second 
being the defeat by King's Taunton when a number of players were lost to the I st XI. 

Highlights of the season were undoubtedly the wins over Taunton, Millfield and Canford. lt says 
something for the topsy-turvy nature of the side to beat possibly our strongest rivals and yet succumb 
in the supposedly easier fixtu res. A very cheerful and happy X1 who certainly made the first XI 
work extremely hard on the practice pitch. 

Squad: P. Kettlewell, P. Westropp, E. Sugden, I. Sharpe, T. Bradby, D. Rosser, W. Chandler, A. Hunt , 
J. Gilshenan , J . Chambers, R. Jory, J. Milne, R. Sirley, H. JodreU D.A.S. 

3rd XI 
Played 9 Won 9 

As the first three matches of tean were cancelled because of bad weather the 3rd XT did not 
swing into action until the beginning of February. At Dauntseys on a sloping. bumpy pitch in cold 
wet conditions the hockey in the first half was as poor as the weather and the prospects looked 
bleak. There was a transformation in the second half with direct, competitive hockey and a victory 
by 6 - 0. Once again the Sherborne 3rd XI played as Jekyll & Jlydes. On a good day the hockey was 
very impressive with well struck passes, good stick work and control, and plenty of goals - 7 in the 
first half against Milton Abbey was a superb display. On a poor day the tendencies to overelaborate, 
to pass the ball to the opposition rather than to their own players and a reluctance to drive from 
inside forward resulted in frustration for spectators and players alike. Fortunately the good play 
far outweighed the bad play and on its day this team was possibly one of the best 3rd Xi's r have had . 
Because of illness on more than one occasion the majority of the side was playing for the 2nd XI 
with equal success! That even with a large number of replacements the side continued to play with 
spirit. and win, was a tribute to their enthusiasm and the depth of hockey in the school. It would be 
invidious to pick out individuals in what was essentially a team effort but Talbot-Williams' com· 
manding play at centre half was the backbone of the side and John Stock's good humour and in· 
spiring captaincy made for a very successful and enjoyable term. 

Dauntsey's 
Bryan st on 
King's Taunton 
Milton Abbey 2nd XI 
RAC, Bovington 
Taunton 
Marlborough 
Queen's Taunton 
Canford 

Results 
A Won 6 - 0 
A Won I - 0 
II Won 2 - I 
H Won 8 -2 
A Won 2 - l 
A Won 2 - 1 
II Won 2 - 1 
A Won 5 - I 
H Won 2-1 

Team: J. M. P. Stock, (Capt), P. W. Kettlewell, H. F. M. 0. Jodrell, M.A. B. Hobbs, C. S. Rix, 
R. Talbot-Williams, J. M. J . Ward, J. A. St.C. Holbrook, M. C. Robertson, J. A. L. Pittman. 
J. 0. Thomson-Glover. 

Also played: Most of the 4th XI at some time or other! .MJ.H. 
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4th XI 

One of the privileges of running any team apart from the I st XI is that the coach's formidable 
expertise is flatteringly recognized by senior teams and the more precocious talent eagerly seized 
upon by them. This produces a certain mobility amongst team members and a breezy unpredict
ability in 4th XI regions as to the composition of the side. Lunch time on a Saturday, preferably 
not more than eight minutes before everyone is due to depan for an away match, is the optimum 
time for such negotiations to begin. The Master in charge of Hockey will enter the Dining Hall with 
distracted mein, hold furtive converse with the 2nd XI coach, who will then whisper meaningfuUy 
to the 3rd XI man, who in tum sidles over to the 4th hack and announces that the three players he 
has not already appropriated are now destined for higher glory. So the runner on stand-by is 
dispatched into the highways and byways to bring in the halt and the lame, who come with as much 
alacrity as they can muster. but never in forseeable numbers. It is therefore much to the credit of 
aJI who have played for the 4th XI that there have never been fewer than eleven of them and on one 
occasion there were thirteen on the pitch at the start; and that only once were they defeated. 

The season began with a fast-moving game against Sexey's in the declining light of a late afternoon 
in February, on the Girrs School all-weather pitch. In fact the game was stopped slightly before 
time, when the visibility was reduced to about five yards; but by that time the two goals of the day 
had been scored by Mason, who was instantly promoted to the 3rd XI and only once heard of again. 
It became apparent on this occasion that the backs, llobbs and Foreman, were a particularly com
petent pair, witJ1 a remarkable facility for stopping the balJ. Hobbs gained promotion later in the 
term, and was replaced by Hazel, an assertive player; and Foreman did something unpleasant to his 
leg and had to retire. 

We played all three Taunton schools for the first time, and inflicted defeats on each, despite 
numerous substitutes on every occasion. The match against Milton Abbey saw the return ofThomson
Glover from Spain, full of fiery continental verve; he scored the equalizing gaol against Milton Abbey, 
and others in subsequent matches against King's Bruton, and Clayesmore, before being translated to 
more exalted realms. The single defeat of the season was in the Marlborough match, against a side 
of some skill and not a little menace. The final match, against Canford, although producing no score, 
was conducive to those particular 4th Xl virtues, enthusiasm and good-humour. It was here that the 
team's captain, Newth, to crown his career, saved a penalty stroke. 

These annals would be far from complete without mention of the stalwarts of the forward and 
half lines. Unfortunately that d9yen of the mid-field, Ward, could only play when not required by 
the 3rd XI, which was not often enough. But de Wesselow was always there to fill the breech, with 
huge stride and amiable smile. Together with Keeling and Crozier-Cole they formed an impressive 
and, to the opposition, imposing combination. Bridges emphatically occupied the position of centre
forward, though he was borrowed from time to time; Whilst on the outside Brittan and the energetic 
Davenport took furious plunges down the wing; so clid Wilde, when anyone remembered to pass hlm 
the ball. Inside these Bradshaw, who used sheer brainpower to score his goals. and Adams discreet 
but generally effective; he also scored. 

That if such a thing could be discerned at all - constituted the nucleus of the team. As we 
have shown. there was also a number of staunch supporters upon whom much reliance was placed 
and to whom thanks are due, in some cases for goals scored: Beatty. Brain, Chang, Gould. Haffner, 
Macdonell, Oliver, Painter. Ridout, Romer-Lee, Ross, Rucker (in alphabetical order to avoid mis
understandings). Like the regular members of the team, their style was not necessarily, to the in
formed onlooker, entirely Oawless; but their enthusiasm was inexhaustible and their enjoyment 
manifest. And there is much to be said for that. 

C.W.M.-1. 
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Junior Colts 

After a frustrating period of bad weather and several cancelled matches early in the season, the 
team put on two fine performances to beat both Bryanston and Dauntsey's comprehensively. King's 
Taunton provided the first stern opposition and playing some fine hockey we earned a creditable 
draw. 

Following half-term we played away at King's Bruton on a difficult pitch. Andrew Morton's 
incisiveness on the right wing was sorely missed although the team fought back well from a first 
half deficit and only just failed to snatch a draw. Despite having dominated long periods of the game 
with Taunton School we were unable to convert our chances and victory went to the visitors. Some
what disheartened we took on Millfield next, who displayed considerable skill and we were soundly 
beaten. 

The game with Marlborough could have gone either way but poor finishing was.again the problem. 
Having started the term well, the team ended on a high note against Canford. Playing good hockey, 
the forwards finally found their touch and scored some spectacular goals. 

As a team they owed much of their success to the captain Adam Wright, whose enthusiasm and 
tremendous work-rate carried them through on many an occasion. It would have been a different 
season if they had all been prepared to run and harass as hard as he. 

My congratulations to Ed Siegle, Chris Davis, James Cunningham, Adam Wright and J ulius 
Longman for being selected to play for Dorset and Wilts U.15. 

Finally my thanks to the 'Hazlegrove Supporters Club' who made the matches that much more 
enjoyable. 

Team: A. Wrig_ht, T. Ainger, C. Davis, J . Longman, S. Oliver, A. Morton, E. Siegle, G. McClean, 
J . Cunningham, C. Dunn, J. Kraunsoe. 

Results: 
Bryans ton Won 7 - l 
Dauntsey's Won 6-0 
King' s Taunton Drew 2 - 2 
King's Bruton Lost 2 - 3 
Taunton Lost 1-2 
Millfield Lost 0-4 
Marlborough Lost 1-3 
Queen's Taunton Won 4-2 
Canford Won 3 - 1 

Played 8 Won4 Drew I Lost 4 

U-14 Hockey 

This year's team will not go down as one of the greatest teams at the under-14 level, despite a 
spectacular start and a sound fmish. They lacked a really outstanding player who could dominate 
the field and coordinate the remainder. Also they took a long time to learn new techniques such as 
the value of continually changing the direction of attack and hitting the ball across the field. Only 
towards the end did some sort of cohesion begin to appear in the side. 

The first two matches against Downside and Monkton Combe were cancelled on account of the 
weather. Then followed a 10-2 victory against a very weak side from Dauntsey's and a 4-1 win 
against Bryanston . Thereafter the opposition became stronger and the team lost to King's Taunton, 
Taunton, Millfield and Marlborough, in the last case to one of the best under-14 sides I have ever 
seen. At least there was a draw with King' s Bruton and the team rallied in the last two matches 
to beat Queen's Taunton and finally Canford. 
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The problem of selecting the best team lasted most of the season as, in many cases, there was 
little to choose between those in the A team and those in the B team. Cobden started off in goal 
but Ashwonh played there towards the end as he seemed to have more speed, confidence and 
aggression. There were a few obvious full backs to begin with. It was a question of deciding between 
those with experience of the game and those who were good games players but had not played 
before. In the end there was one of each. Vaux played soundly after his injury and Jodrell, a new 
comer to the game, showed potential. He playes with detennination but still has a lot of basic skills 
to master. 

The half backs, Kilmartin, Hodges and Wood remained the same for much of the season. They all 
have sound basic skills but need to develop their game so that it is more positive and constructive. 
Wood is an energetic player and will do well when he grows a bit and does not have to swing his 
hockey stick like a golf club. 

The forwards were competent but seldom worked together to the best advantage. Goal scoring 
opportunities were missed by being too hesitant. On the right wing Alexander always looked good 
but was more impressive than effective. There is a lot of potential there which must be channelled 
in the right direction. Westwater at right inside is a small bundle of energy, and not a little skill, 
which will begin to show as he begins to grow. Llewellyn, centre forward and captain, did well at 
both. There is a lot of potential here but he needs to be faster and develop more stickwork. Kilburn 
at left inside had his on and off days. He is a neat player but needs more aggression. It was difficult 
to fill the left wing position. Forgione., Reay and Drake all played there. Reay was probably the best 
but unf<>rtunately had to drop out on account of injury. 

The spirit and enthusiasm of the team was excellent. lf their successes were less than usual I am 
sure they can put that right next year. 

J.P.R. 

Played 9 Won 4 Lost 4 Drawn I 



Seccer 1st XI 

Results: 
Clifton 
Bristol Grammar School 
Downside 
Fosters 
Old Shirburnians 
Can ford 
Shaftesbury 
Bournemouth 
Bristol Cathedral School 

Lost 
Won 
Won 
Lost 
Drew 
Won 
Won 
Drew 
Drew 

2 - 4 
1- 0 
3 - 0 
0 - 2 
1 - 1 
2 - 0 
2 - 0 
2 -2 
0-0 

Somewhat surprisingly, perhaps, our most satisfying performance of the season resulted not in 
an emphatic win, but in an honourable draw against a Bournemouth side, who, if disjointed as a team, 
since they were an amalgam of their school's senior sides, individually showed the benefits to be 
gained from playing soccer for two terms per year since they were at school. Outclassed throughout 
and at times mesmerized by their flowing one-touch game, we were nevertheless determined to make 
it a two-sided match. The interval saw us hanging on at I - 1 via an unnecessary penalty, but it was 
the opposition who were waiting for the final whistle after a second half during which we showed not 
only commitment but also an ability to imitate our opponents' moves and skills. That we could not 
retain a 2 - 1 lead was only fair on our opposition. 

The season was otherwise largely lack-lustre, with goals proving difficult to come by. The in
clement weather resulted in our being insufficiently prepared for what is usually our toughest fixture, 
the game against Clifton. We were disorganized and had no complaints about the result. A scrappy 
game against an experienced Bristol Grammar side resulted in a narrow win, thanks to a speculative 
long-range shot from Duncan Abate which crept beneath the goalkeeper's body. It was only in the 
next game, against Downside , that the School side, most of whom remained from last year, played 
with something approaching the fluidity and enthusiasm of last year. 

The resurgence proved short-lived, however, as we toiled to lose 2 - 0 at Fosters and could only 
manage a draw with the Old Shirburnians the following day. The next three games, culminating in 
our fine display against Bournemouth, were the high point of the season. After early enforced re
organization , Mark Andrews appeared between the goalposts for part of the game and a competent 
performance left Canford well-beaten. Shaftesbury were brushed aside as we made many chances 
but could only convert two. Although never in danger of losing our final game against Bristol 
Cathedral School we could not put together enough coherent play to achieve a victory. Ian Sewell 
kept goal with enough authority never to be challenged for his position and let in few goals. Jerry 
Longrigg struggled to fmd his form at first , but increased in solidity and confidence as the games 
went by. Duncan Abate played as effectively at stopper as at full-back. The centre-back pairing of 
Julian Cranton and Ian Bourke were dependable in defence and a real threat at corners. Richard 
Matthews and Mark Bryant performed well as rnidfielders-cum-auxiliary wingers, running tirelessly 
and constantly worrying the opposition. Spencer Ewen revelled in his role of the hard man in mid
field and was ably abetted by Tim Waddy who was never to be outdone. Strikers Mark Andrews and 
Angus McCubbin always gave of their best and were unlucky not to score more goals. James Fair 
and Jeremy Kelly fitted in well when called upon to deputise and were only the vanguard of the army 
of talent waiting to fill the 1st XI positions. 

Finally thanks are due to Ian Bourke for captaining so well in all aspects of the game, to M.L.M. 
for his constant support and arranging of fixtures, and to Howard Bowden for his effervescent 
enthusiasm and engendering of it in the School's soccer players over the past two seasons. 

D.B.C. 
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2nd XI 

A lively season, with plenty of action, plenty of spirit and plenty of goals in both nets; indeed 
our generosity to the opposition was frequently most touching, especially as witnessed by the team's 
long-suffering coach and mentor. 3 - l up at King's Taunton, we Jost 4 - 5; while 4 - I up at Bristol 
Cathedral School we eventually drew 5 - 5. But the rational and fair-minded captain, Simon Knechtli, 
was quite up to this and, far from denigrating his team, took the broader view that ' it matters not 
who won or lost but how we played the game.' He was very consistent in his approach. 

To be fair , we did beat Bristol Grammar School, 13 - 4, Shaftesbury 9 - 2, and Downside 2 - 0, 
just to show what we were made of, and there was in fact some excellent football played, although, 
unfortunately, not always by everyone at the same time. Some promising players developed for next 
season, however, and we look forward to their progress at a higher level. 

Clifton 
King's, Taunton 
Downside 
Foster's 
Bristol Grammar 
Shaftesbury 
Bristol Cathedral 

Results: 

Sherborne scores first 

(a) 

~~ 
(a) 
(h) 
(a) 
(a) 

0-2 
4 - 5 
2-0 
1- 2 

13 -4 
9 - 2 
5 - 5 

Goalscorers: Fair, Goode 7, Dikko 6, Hadjigeorgiou, Hall 3, Brooke, Emley 2, Coswell, Kelly, 
O'Shea, Pilbrow 1. 

M.L.M. 



Basketball 

This year has been the first year that the Senior team has had four years of basketball instead of 
merely two years in the sixth form. I was hoping to have a very strong squad of9 or 10 good players, 
but with one leaving the school to play against us for Yeovil College and three more opting for 
soccer, what had seemed to be a very strong squad dwindled, and when at the beginning of term two 
more were out injured it seemed that all the hopes of a good season had vanished. However, apart 
from the first anihilation by Yeovil College by 50 points to 30 points there was no other game that 
we lost which with two minutes to play we could not have won. Indeed, the games against 
Marlborough and Oifton were only lost by one point and the former in extra time. Even in the King's 
Taunton game, which we lost by ten points, we controlled the game and were leading with three 
minutes to go. For the first time ever we played good controlled basketball and once Paine, 
Hildesley and Fawcett returned from their injuries the team again looked a strong side. The major 
criticism of the team, which indeed seems a fault with all the sides and therefore must be a coaching 
pJoblem rather than a player problem, was our inability to handle pressure. Roberts improved greatly 
as a player and once he remains in one place long enough to be seen he could be very effective as an 
inside player. Once Paine had fully recovered from his broken wrist he too proved a very valuable 
outside shooter who in time should develop into an excellent player when he improves his ball 
handling ability. Eden gained a far greater degree of control than he ever had before and became a far 
more effective player as a result despite his tendency to collect fouls . 

The under.] 6 team worked hard to achieve a good record this season and when Rintoul returned 
from injury he strengthened the squad tremendously. Though they are not highly talented and at 
times lack sharpness they have improved greatly over the term. Slade and Brown in particular have 
shown they can play well in good company. 

This year's under 15 team looked a very strong side indeed. Davis, Drake and Taylor are all good 
players and they were all well supported by Brown, Chaddock, James and Jagger. In fact they were 
particularly skilful at applying pressure in defences and employing the quick break offence. 

Finally the under·l 4s look potentially a good side. What they lacked in size was compensated by 
some sl13rp ball·handling skills. Ashworth and McDonald scored profusely and Binks, Barrett and 
Alexander also played well at times. 

Team Played 

U.19 11 
U.16 5 
U.15 4 
U.14 4 

TOTAL 24 

Records 

Won Lost 

6 5 
4 
4 

4 
17 7 

North Dorset Championships 

Pts. For Pts. Against 

542 486 
200 142 
178 100 
122 75 

1032 803 

Played Won Lost 

2 
4 

3 

I 
3 

2 l 
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Cross Country 

'WHAT do we have to do this for? It's inhuman!' A voice in the wilderness, crying from a hovel 
somewhere above Downside, the sleet swirling around, the sky grey and the atmosphere cold. But 
then AJH was seen advancing, and such sentiments were kept very much unspoken. True, it was 
cold and I was not pleased to have to stand waiting for what seemed eternity for two boys who had 
managed to get lost. And then the Seniors failed to win - but, well done Colts! Then the hot baked 
beans and the drinks in the bar. That's what it's all about. We did enjoy it, didn't we? 

last year's chronicle had to admit to 'a depressingly pessimistic' report of the Cross Country 
season. But this year things have changed! Well, yes, they have. If last season was one in which we 
felt there was potential but not achievement, then this season has seen some of that potential being 
realised. (This is beginning to sound like a report on a typical Lower Sixth former) 'could do better -
must keep trying.' Yes, we must, and if we do then next season could really bring even greater success. 
Not that we haven't done well. The Colts have had a particularly good season, and some of those 
laurels that we didn't get last year have now come to rest in Sherborne. A mini-colts team has gained 
in strength during the season, coming second at the Wellington I I -schools trophy. The Senior team 
suffered some injury and sickness, but still managed some good results. 

Being frozen at Downside was well worth enduring (Hum!) as it brought us the North Dorset 
trophy (Colts) the following week; the Seniors came third. Now I think of it, Steve Nicholson really 
was agitated at the end of that Downside race. A highlight of the season, like .... no, the Ken 
Bailey race at Poole was not our best: Colts third, Seniors, er - last. But our meeting with Can ford 
and Allhallows at Canford saw Nicholson come in fust for the Colts and Reid and Paul come well 
up in the Seniors; overall results, fust in the Colts and second in the Seniors. Aren't these list of 
results boring? Well , not perhaps when they show us winning. To be brief: Sherborne Colts - first at 
Milton Abbey; third in the Marden Trophy and at Wellington. And for the first time in seven years 
they won the Sherbome Trophy (what was that cup that they received, A.J.H., and why did I end up 
presenting the prizes? Oh, well, my moment of glory for this season, I suppose). The Seniors came 
third at Wellington and lost by two points at Milton Abbey. 

Naming names is never all that fair - after all we attain our good results because of the team 
effort not individual star performances. Yet Nicholson, Dru Drury, Marsh and Tarver together with 
Legner from Greenhill House proved an enthusiastic and determined team. The first four entered 
themselves as a youth team in the Alweston Ten-Mile Race and distinguished themselves by coming 
first, second and fourth-equal in their age group. This is the kind of spirit that brings the phoenix 
from the flames and provides real optimism for continuing success next year. (well. Johnny Reid 
likes this flight of lyrical fancy even if you don't). Of the Seniors, Paul Reid, captain Richard van der 
Horst, Fitzgerald, Jones, Newton and Gordon Edwards stand out as making a positive contribution 
(sometimes in areas other than running, though), Have I forgotten anything? Oh, House Cross 
Country. Glory fell upon Mark Bryant and ... (guess the name of the Colt - he's in Lyon and the 
name begins with 'N'). AJH and RG put in many hours of training, encouraging, cajoling, and I had 
to write this report - I think we all deserve an extra packed lunch, too. Those who left many years 
ago and happen to be reading this article may be wondering about 'Chopper' - he may be a 'golden 
oldie' but he can still keep up with the best of them. Keep going, Tony! Come on, doR't just flop 
there, go and cheer him in! That's it. Summer dreams of things to come and Steve can decide whether 
to wear his Cross Country vest or his Orienteering County vest. He's a good lad! What will next year 
bring? 

J.H. 
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Fives 

Success at last! Blundells toppled for the first time in History! The euphoria has now worn off, 
but I will remember that day in Tiverton very well and for a long time. An aura of expectation fell 
on us as we arrived amid clouds and a flurry of rain. The possibility of victory was there, but only 
in the back of the mind. Clifton had beaten us - we played badly. Southampton University and the 
Bank of England had succumbed to the new pairings of Neville Horley and Nick Parfitt and Keith 
Oliver and Mark Hoskyns-Abrahall. Was there enough confidence to forget the past? 

The singles came and went and we were 6 points down. Blundells are always better at Doubles 
than we are. No! Another drubbing! The first round of the doubles was played and we were only 
12 points down. Four more games to go. It was possible. They felt it was possible and so it proved. 
After two games we were only 2 points down. The final two games were torture. We won in one court 
15- 4 - 9 points up ; we lost in the other. It did not matter. Victory was ours 144 - 140 - away at 
Blundells. Wonderful! 

After that memorable day the season was as good as over. The Old Tonbridgians gave us a lesson -
sending the Amateur Doubles Champion, which was a great compliment to us. The Jesters and the 
R.F.A. failed to send teams and there were victories over Bristol Grammar School, Colstons and 
Winchester. The Pilgrims should have been beaten, but the end of term was close. 

Neville Horley captained the side well and is now a very good player. He must be prepared to 'kill' 
the ball more with his left hand and work on his right . Keith Oliver played very well to win the 
Richard Green trophy, but is too explosive on court. Mark Hoskyns-Abrahan never lost a school 
singles match all term - a fine record - and Nick Parfitt lives on for another season with the memory 
of l1is winners in the final games at Blundells. 

The Colts had a successful season too beating Bristol Granimar School, Colstons and Marlborough, 
but losing c}osely to Blundells, Clifton and Winchester. There is a nucleus of keen players who will 
certainly be in evidence at first team level next year. My thanks to DPKC and AH for their hard work 
on the courts every Tuesday and Thursday. 

It must be noted here that the School participated in the West of England and National Schools 
Competitions for the first time for a Jong time. In the West of England we had mixed success with 
Neville Horley going a long way in the Plate competition. In the Doubles the pairing of Horley and 
Oliver played well, but came up against very strong opposition. In the National Championships, both 
Neville Horley and Mark Hoskyns-Abrahall did well in the singles but it was in the Doubles that they 
surprised themselves. They won through well to the last eight beating Bradfield on the way. Here 
they played St. Dunstans and lost, but gave a performance of great character. Sherbome in now on 
the 'Fives' map. Long may it continue! 

Seniors: N. Horley; K. Oliver; M. Hoskyns-Abrahall ; N. Parfitt. 
2nd IV: D. Carpendale; R. Pearman ; J. North; A. Small; R. Castle;M. Diehl. 
Colts: J. Fussell;S. Martin ; J. Pearce; I. Groom ; J. Rapson. 

Seniors - Played I 0; 
2nd N - Played 5; 
Colts - Played 6; 

Won 6; 
Won 2; 
Won 3; 

Lost 4 
Lost 3 
Lost 3. 

Senior House Final - Abbey beat Lyon. 
Junior House Final - Harper beat Wallace. 

Richard Green Singles Trophy - Oliver beat Horley 12-15, 15-4, 15-13. 
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Squash lst V 

The term saw the return of three of last year's I st V and we had great hopes of a relatively success
ful term after some promising matches in the Michaelmas term. Expectations were sadly dashed 
when it became apparent that our opponents had similarly maintained their strength and this, 
combined with the usual illness of the beginning of the Lent term, resulted in a not too good a set 
of results. Nevertheless, all those who played recognised that their squash had improved and this 
must surely be ample consolation for, if not the main aim of playing the game. We must recognise 
that Sherbome will always struggle to achieve a good record against Marlborough, Blundell's and 
Millfield because of their relati\le strength in depth but it is encouraging to note the strong perform
ance put up by some of the Colts. All the team were disappointed to lose to both King's Taunton and 
King's Bruton but in both cases it was by the narrowest of margins and the results can be set against 
the victory at Clifton where victory was secured by an excellent display of thoughtful squash from 
Angus Lockyer. It has been an aim to allow as many boys as possible to represent the School on 
court and hence Bill Bramble and Tim Walton, not regular 1st V players, filled in on several occasions 
and the experience should be useful for next year. Richard Gray and Angus Small both found 
previously unknown reserves of energy and skill as the term progressed and James Fussell and Jerry 
Pickles, both from last year's Colts, lead me (naively possible) to look forward to next year with 
anticipation and the hope of a better record. 

Finally, thanks are due to Robby Dunster, the professional coach, for providing the brains behind 
the organisation and for being a constant source of enthusiasm and optimism; to M.J.C., M.E-D and 
G.J.L.K. for their help and encouragement; and to Angus Small for once again being the epitome of 
efficiency as captain. 

Colours were awarded to: J. Pickles;J. Fussell; P. Plewman 

Results 
House Matches: Senior: Lyon House 

Junior: Westcott House 

Mcintosh Trophy: P. Plewman 

School Matches: 
Merriott S.R.C. 
Canford (3rd round of the 

National Premiere) 
CHfton 
Milton Abbey 
King's Bruton 
Millfield 
King's Taunton 
Blundell's 1st V 

2ndV 
Marlborough 
Dorchester SRC 
Pilgrims 
Can ford 
M.J.C.'s V 
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(A) Lost 2 - 6 

(A) Lost I - 4 
(A) Won 3 - 2 
(H) Won 4 - I 
(H) Lost 2 - 3 
(H) Lost 0 - 5 
(H) Lost 2 - 3 
(A) Lost 0 - 5 
(A) Lost 2 - 3 
(A) Lost 0 - S 
(H) Won 3 - 2 
(H) Lost 2 - 4 
(Ji) Lost l - 4 
(H) Won 3 - 2 

R.A.C. 



Colts Squash 

This year's Colts V was selected from a very young and hence inexperienced squad. They need not 
look back therefore with too much disappointment on their record of 4 victories from 9 matches. 
Rather, they should look forward to next season when we hope much the same squad will gain a 
greater share of the results. 

It was clear from the start of the term that we would be short of Fifth Form players and indeed 
James Rapson was the only squad player from that year. He could not play in ail matches but he 
provided the team with more depth when he did. The Third Form was regularly represented by Clive 
Wood and Richard Downey who will have benefited considerably from the match experience. James 
Heywood was probably the most improved player during the course of the term. He seemed to revel 
in match pressure, apparently preferring his opponent to win the first two games before taking 
the match with the next three. As the term progressed the players gained confidence and ability, 
making a good fight of all their matches, with the exception of Millfield and Blundells against whom 
we could offer little resistance. 

New fixtures were arranged with Dorchester S.R.C. and Edgarley Hall and both were a great 
success. It is planned to repeat them next year. We are also hoping to arrange more matches against 
junior teams from local clubs which seem to provide the right level of opposition. As ever, thanks to 
Robbie Dunster for all his advice and coaching during the term. 

Those who played: Downey R. J. (h), Drake C.F.M. (d), Funnell B. T. C. (a), Heywood J. H. (c), 
McLean I. G. M. (e), Rapson J.E. (e), Wood C. B. (a) 

Results: 
Clifton Lost 2-3 
Milton Abbey Won 5-0 
King's Bruton Lost 2-3 
Mill field Lost 0-5 
Blundells Lost 0-5 
Marlborough Won 3-2 
Can ford Lost 2 - 3 
Dorchester S.R.C. Won 3 - 2 
Edgarley Hall Won 4-1 

Rosslyn Park Sevens 

Qualifying games: 
Eastbourne won 36 - 0 
Wycliffe won 18 - 0 
Dame Alice Owen's Newcastle won 16 - 10 
Cavendish won 20 - 0 

Last 16 
Downside won 22- 6 

Quarter Final 
Haberdasher Aske's Elstree won 36- 0 

Semi-final 
Rossall lost 0 - 14 

The 1984 tournament was played in the most appalling conditions of continuous rain and clawing 
mud over the three days, that it became a battle of fitness and stamina. In this ~epartment w_e were 
only found to be wanting in the semi-final against an extremely strong Rossall side. Up to this stage 
the VU had found possession relatively easy to win ~nd use; the. boot was then .on the other .foot 
when they had continually to fight to regain possession from a side well versed tn the abbreVIated 
game. 
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To win the group games was a feat in itself, as we were short of tournament practice, having 
reached the semi-finals at Clifton and then lost in a group game to Harrow at Richmond. The old 
rivals Downside were passed with a display of sensible pressure sevens with which they could not 
cope. Without doubt the high point of the three days was the quarter final against Haberdashers, 
when we played with a great deal of poise and control. The fact that we ran in seven tries may have 
led to our downfall in the semis. All in all, it proved to be a very rewarding three days. 

VII : J. Cranton, S. Ewen, R. Sirley, A. Kardooni, M. Bryant, S. Millar, P. Plewman (Captain) 

Also played : J. Goddard, S. Bryant, W. Bramble. 

Congratulations must go to both Simon Bryant on gaining an Under 18 cap for England (played 
versus Wales, lreland and France) and to Adel Kardoortl on his Under 16 cap for England (played 
versus Holland, Portugal and Italy). 

D. A. Scott 



School House 

The house succeeded in a wide variety of fields last term. On the sporting front , we won the senior 
basketball competition, and made it to the competition finals of the squash and the under-fifteen 
hockey. The basketball victory was no surprise as we have so many talented players in the house. 
The under-fifteen hockey side also deserve a special mention for, though none of them were great 
sportsmen, they tried valiantly until the last minute. 

Ben Rew kept goal for the 1st XI and was awarded his school colours, and Julian Chambers 
also played for the 1st )(] when not captaining the seconds. In the English prizes members of the 
house did well: Paddy Irwin won three prizes, while Charlie Groom came second in one. Similarly 
Andrew Morton won a Latin prize. Robert Mason came first in aU four mock A-levels - a consider
able achievement. 

Independent enterprise also played a role in the house. Dick Jory acted splendidly in 'Philoctetes,' 
3Ild the term saw the appearance of 'Notorious,' a radical Fifth Form magazine edited by Paddy 
Irwin and Mark Hjaltun. 'Something Chromic' and 'Heroes' were staged, and there were the Lower 
Sixth/ Fifth form dances - fun to organize and to participate in. On a final note, Mrs. Oxley took 
over as permanent matron after Mrs. Hudson's stay as temporary matron. 

Nick Lockwood 

Abbey House 

The cold dark months which heralded the Orwellian year in no way reflected the enterprise 
inherent in the House last term. We had our Winston Smiths, but nevertheless the term was quiet 
under the passive government of Mark Hoskyns-Abrahall. He called it a day at the end of term and 
was let out to graze in the pastures of Cutlers. Jon Stock has come back to fill his place. Our absent 
tutor, Mr. Wellby, has been tracked down to 'somewhere in France' where he is writing and breeding 
a large number of chickens. Another absent friend was Adam Wilkinson who spent the term in exile 
in Spain. 

Once again we left our mark on the stages of Sherbome. Mike Wright headed the cast of 'Philoc
tetes' with several others playing sailors and gods. James Pittman graced the stage of the Old Digby 
Hall in 'Albert's Bridge' and Tom Bradby and James Fair spent a good deal of time up at the Girls' 
School doing 'Jigsaw Jim,' as well as auditions for the National Youth Theatre in London. 

There was no shortage of hockey players on the Upper and Lower, and Alan Wheltn played for 
Dorset. Nevertheless we were edged out of the Six-a-side competition in the semi-fUlal. Our perform
ance at lower levels lacked the enthusiasm needed for triumph and consequently we failed to pick 
up a hockey cup for the fitst time in a number of years. There was a spirited performance in the 
Cross Country and Tony Wellby's position in the junior event earned much admiration. Once again 
we came to grief agatJ'lst Westcott in the Soccer final, though by a narrow margin and missing a 
penalty in the process. Our squash teams returned empty-handed. 111e Muse could sing only of the 
triumph of the Senior Fives team, that peerless band of men, who defeated Lyon. Philip Moore made 
a fine achievement in his bid for an England place by playing for the South-West XV. James Lambie 
was one of a number of water-babies who raised money for the R.N.L.I. by staying 'Sub Aqua' for 
some absurd length of time. 

As the term started to claim its late 'flu casualtues and seemed to be drawing to an unexciting 
climax, the House Concert suddenly emerged. The event was brillaintly engineered by Mike Wright 
and Mr. Ellis and included a diversity of performances. The 'Roadside Fire' was rekindled, and 
another poignant choral note was struck by Dr. Beavon's rendition of 'Poisoning Pigeons in the Park.' 
The evening closed with our very own Rude Mechanicals who had delighted us again earlier in the 
term at the SYCOSS Concert. 

The Lent Term is not generally an easy term to record and so the author can only be grateful 
for the zeal of those members of the house who did indeed justify the undertaking of the task. 

Chris Ward 
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The Green 

The Lent term began with the intake of two new boys to bring our third form up to ' the Magical 
Number of Fifteen,' though perhaps it would be asking too much to give them all positions in the 
1987 Firsts. Term jolted forward with spells of bad weather jeopardizing some hockey matches, 
but as the house moved out of winter, it was announced that Jeff Lee had won an Award in the 
Oxbridge exam to study Oriental Languages at Oxford. An attempt to guide The Green into a more 
laborious attitude was put into action half-way through the term: hall time was extended by half 
an hour. Fortunately this move did not extinguish the flame of eccentricity so characteristic M the 
House; though that was not its purpose, it certainly improved grades and reports. 

Our sporting streak emerged rather more quietly this term: with a bit of aggro along the way. 
our senior team won the house cross-country; the juniors coming second only to an extremely fit 
Lyon House team. In the latter event three of our runners must have written house l1istory by coming 
in together at third equal. The six-a-side hockey team beat Westcott in a thrilling final; but the Under 
17 hockey team, their ranks thinned of players by a state of conflict with the authorities, lost to The 
Digby in a semi-final replay. The Under-15 team met the same fate against Westcott. So perhaps we 
were a bit disappointed at the small amount of spoils taken for the use of chalices at House Com
munions. 

As term rolled on and on, inspiration rose from somewhere in the staff connected to the house: 
hence the involvement with 'Action Aid.' As D.0. passes his last months with us, M.J.C. continues to 
move into the compact structure of our brotherhood ; yet for the moment, the rugby enthusiast 
still rules and with his appointment of a colourful hierarchy to lead the rest of the house, we may 
take the names of a,nother fifteen boys next year, though some cannot help suspecting that the 
number will soon drop to eleven. 

Now we are prepared to launch ourselves into the next term : head on. 
Mike Rapport 

Harper House 

On our return to School we were interested to see that D.P.J. had survived his first tenn and was 
still in residence with a band of particularly small new boys under his wing and Julian Cranton as 
Head of House. 

The famous Harper air raid shelters - eyesores and in the way of enlarging the barge yard - have 
been invaded by track-suited figures, armed with sledge-hammers battering the brick walls to make 
way for a tennis court. The shelters will be sorely missed by the habitual sun-bathers and the more 
errant members of the House. 

Hockey has not been Harper's game in recent years. This year both teams got to the semi-finals 
only to lose to Westcott in both matches though the U.16 game was remarkably fine. There were 
some excellent performances in the Cro~s-Country and despite injuries to two of the School team 
runners from the House we managed 5th place in the Senior competition. The House did manage to 
win the junior Fives and Basketball competitions. 

There were two highlights to the latter part of term; the House Concert, so well organised by 
Simon Trist, in which every boy in the House (except the 4th form!) took part; and secondly the 
House Supper with its new customary 'doughnut' awards. 

Finally, next term will see not only the emergence of a House tuck shop, but also of 'Harpoon,' 
the house magazine, after an interval of several years. 

Jonathan James 
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Wallace House 

The saddest event of the term was the departure of Wallace's first matron, Ann Rawson. She 
had been with the house since it changed name and took on its present form, and surely no house 
ever had anyone more efficient, more conscientious, more concerned about the welfare and the 
happiness of the boys in the House. She was, too, a regular supporter of plays and concerts and her 
cheerfulness never failed her. She has now moved on to be Matron at a girls' school nearer her house 
in Pately Bridge, Yorkshire, and she has our every good wish in her new appointment. In her place 
we welcome Mrs. Gillian Reid and we wish her a long and happy stay in Wallace. 

Academically, it was a good term again, and in particular for Miles Hester. Industrial Sponsorships 
are hard to come by these days but he, in the midst of working for no less than five ' A' levels, was 
offered three: Rolls-Royce and Tube Investments which were turned down, and Aerospace which he 
accepted. On another plane, the Welsh Wizard was duly doctored and now vies in the house with 
J.R.K. for the title 'the Grand Doctor.' 

Hockey went well, with many more games won than lost but no cup actually materialised. There 
was a good run in the Junior Basketball, the fives finals were reached, the Junior Cross country 
improved yet again. 

But the highlight of the term was a stunningly good House Concert, organised by J.R.K. Frank 
Calvelli, Thomas Twyford, Bruce Grant and Peter Weston were all outstanding on the piano, the 
flutes too excelled as ever, and Daniel Gosland overcome technical difficulties on the trumpet to give 
an impressive performance. There was no weak item (the Housemaster did not play his 'cello this 
time around) and the Jazz Band which included guest musicians, along with James Anderson, Adam 
Scott and Ben Figgis added a new and very welcome element to the proceedings. 

A good term, and one that ended with the happy news that the House Hedgehogs not only survived 
the winter but have now multiplied and doubled their numbers. 

Abbeylands 

With the beginning of Lent term came a general malaise, what with the endless rain over the 
weekends and the thought of mock 'O' and 'A' levels. However, spirits rose quickly with Mark Hobbs 
ably guiding many first-time hockey players into lower school teams, and in the upper school there 
was success on the soccer field with Angus McCubbin in the 1st XI and Paul Goode and Abdul 
'Pele' Dikko playing in the 2nd XI. The rest of the upper school enjoyed more civilised games, but 
quite what remains a mystery. Jn the 3rd and 4th XI hockey sides Abbeylands was represented by 
Mark Hobbs, Edward Bridges and Richard Brittan. 

Meanwhile, on the academic side, the lower school won more than their fair share of star prizes; 
Jonathan Brown gained 7th grade with distinction on his minor instrument the 'cello, and Chris 
Brock carried off most of the Classics prizes available in both the school and the South-West. 

The Lower and Upper Sixth continued to broaden their activities within the school. Sean 
Richardson, Jolmny Everard and Humphrey Couchman plucked and bashed their way into the music 
world with their stunning performance in the SYCOSS concert with Simon Maine-Tucker recording 
them cavorting on video. 

Amsterdam brought a wave of new ideas into the house gleaned from the finest galleries in Europe; 
a trip enjoyed by everyone and much looked forward to in the future. 

ln all , the Lent term was one where self-expression was abundant bringing new and less con
ventional ideas to a house renowned for individuality. 

E. W. R. Bridges 
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Lyon House 

As is usual in the Lent Term, House activity centred around the House Play, (and the school 
dramatic year centres round that as well) . This year Mr. and Mrs. Bird made a break from house 
tradition and broke new ground even for the school by producing the play 'in the round.' The play 
was 'The resistable rise of Arturo Ui' by Bertoldt Breght ; a daunting task well mastered by the Birds 
and the actors, with exceptional performances from both Richard Burchmore (Arturo Ui) and Ian 
Walthew (Roma). 

In sport we had notable success in squash and fives. We won the senior squash (and provided the 
backbone of the school team) and in fives , although we only came second in the team event Keith 
Oliver won the singles. The cross-country was the star point of the sports events. 2nd in the seniors 
and 1st in the juniors was a remarkable achievement by all accounts. Steve Nicholson and Guy 
Dru Drury are to be particularly commended. (Steve Nicholson winning many Open events outside 
school, and reserve for All England Dorset team). Orienteering was also an up-and-coming sport 
in the house which we dominate in the school. Many people are involved from third to Upper Sixth 
formers - but again Steve Nicholson was particularly successful and won his Avon County colours. 
Generally a very good all round term which all enjoyed and in which we were really quite successful. 

Westcott House 

Quite unashamedly, this term's report is concerned mainly with sport. Westcott had an exceptional 
term replenishing the rather bare mantlepiece. The U.16 hockey team won their competition, the 
U.15 team triumphed in their age group and the seniors reached the final of the 6-a-side hockey 
competition, unfortunately losing for t he second year running. 

The house shooting teams both triumphed , bringing two large trophies to the house. On top of 
all this, we retained the house soccer cup. 

On a School ]eve!, Westcott also did very well having 6 people in the 1st Xl. Rico Tice was captain 
and Paul Cockerham vice-captain . Ian Bourke was captain of soccer and Richard Van der Horst 
captain of cross-country. Paul Cocked1am is also to be congratulated for his appointment as captain 
of cricket next term. 

Mocks came and went without too many surprises for either the 5th or the U.6th. Suffice to say 
that most people Jived up to their predictions! Particular credit must go to the 3rd form who had a 
very good term winning five Star Prizes between them. R. Reed is to be congratulated on winning 
the Francis Iles English Prize. N. Boulton is also to be congratulated on winning the Barnes Elocution 
Prize. 

Westcott also met with success in the music department. Ivan Sharpe managed to take his singing 
talent out of the shower and into the recital room to gain a grade 6 distinction. D. Wheeler achieved 
a grade 7 on the piano. 

Much credit for the success of the house (not just on the games pitch) must go to Matron and Mrs. 
Lloyd who, between them, make sure we are the best looked-after house in the school. 

My final task is to wish Rico Tice good luck as head of house next term and all G.C.E. candidates 
the best of luck. 
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The Digby 

The Lent Term turned out to be a quiet one for The Digby with .much of the houes's interest 
being directed towards our production of 'Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat.' Mr. 
Venables drew a lively and musical performance out of the cast, and Mr. Hodgkinson put some 
final polish on the acting. Particularly successful were Neville Horley as the Narrator and Barnaby 
Mager as Joseph. From so large and enthusiastic a cast it is difficult to pick out individuals, but 
we were grateful for the support of musicians from other houses and to the guest artistes from 
Sherbome School for Girls who gave so generously of their time and talents. 

We beat Westcott in the competition for the greatest number of boys in the Sanatorium, so yielded 
with good grace to them in the final of the colts hockey competition. We were also most appreciative 
of Mr. Oldham's generous offer of a second game against The Green as a semi-final. We also said 
farewell to the shooting cup which had been in our possesion for uncountable years - Mostly through 
lack of a competjtion. One member of the team obstinately corrected his sights in the wrong direction, 
but he has since moved to School House. 

Finally we must record our consternation at S.F.W.'s announcement that he hopes his geese will 
breed this summer. They may be amongst the rarest in the country; they are certainly the most 
vicious. 
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